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Is the World Becoming Less Democratic? What Can the EU Do About It?

Steven Blockmans (in cooperation with Daniel Gros)
Center for European Policy Studies

The center of gravity of the global economy is shifting. This shift in the economic center of gravity has, of course, a myriad of political implications. One key issue is its impact on the spread of democracy and human rights. The economic trend is of such an overwhelming importance that the entire national security strategy of the United States is built on the question of how to manage it. This contribution asks what the political consequences are for the European Union (EU) and how EU foreign policy should respond to this major global trend.

GLOBAL TREND TOWARDS A LESS DEMOCRATIC ECONOMY

The starting point is that the center of gravity of the global economy is shifting towards countries/regions which do not share the fundamental values of democracy and human rights (including the rule of law). And this seems to be happening at an accelerating pace. The countries which now contribute most to global growth are the less democratic ones. China constitutes the largest single example of this trend, but it is not an isolated case. The ‘old’ democratic West (EU, US and Japan and the rest of the OECD) is still important, but its weight is declining and it contributes little to growth. By contrast, many of the emerging economic, which are growing on average much faster, have only limited democratic credentials (the biggest exemption being India).

CEPS has measured this trend quantitatively in a report prepared for BEPA (European Commission, forthcoming). Looking forward, it finds that, by 2030, the center of gravity of the global economy will have shifted to countries that are no longer judged to be free. Also, the world will have become more ‘brittle’ in political terms since smooth transitions from totally unfree systems to partial freedom seem more difficult than a smooth transition from an intermediate value of partial to full freedom.

Democracy and human rights require not only formal procedures, but also a culture of the rule of law. A similar approach has been used to document that the center of gravity of the global economy is shifting away from countries which adhere to the rule of law.

This situation will put the EU’s constitutional aim of spreading democracy in a quandary since it is much easier to insist on partial improvements where at least a certain degree of freedom exists as compared to totally unfree societies where even the slightest concession on human rights is unacceptable because it would open a chink in the armour of the existing regime.

THE DECLINE OF LIBERAL DEMOCRACY’S MAGNETIC POWER

To the economic decline one has to add something less tangible, namely a decline in the power of attraction. For the EU, the worrying aspect is that the cause of liberal democracy is not merely riding the strongest economy; it is also in intellectual retreat. Semi-free countries, uncertain which direction to take, seem less convinced that the liberal path is the way of the future. But perhaps the biggest
reason why democracy’s magnetic power has waned is the rise of China, and the belief of its would-be imitators that they too can create a dynamic economy without easing their grip on political power. In the political rhetoric of many authoritarian governments, fascination with copying China’s trick can clearly be discerned. Conversely, the stunted economic growth of India, the world’s largest democracy, is often blamed on the slow pace of decision-making. From the viewpoint of many poor countries, especially in Africa, co-operating with China—both economically and politically—has advantages: not least the fact that China refrains from delivering lectures on political and human freedom. The global economic downturn, and China’s ability to largely survive it, has clearly added to that country’s appeal. The power of China (and a consequent lessening of official concern over human rights) is palpable in Central Asia. The availability of cheap capital has made it easier for undemocratic regimes in very poor countries to ignore the pleading for more democracy that came with development aid. This is another way in which the shifting economic weights make it more difficult to spread democracy. (The rise of China in the IMF and the World Bank represents another facet of this trend.)

CONSEQUENCES FOR EU FOREIGN POLICY - MAKING

The shift in the global economic power balance and the demise of the concept of liberal democracy impinge directly on a core element of the EU’s foreign policy, which is to foster the spread of its values of democracy and the rule of law as widely as possible. Article 21(1) TEU even formulates this EU external mission statement as a legal obligation.

Fostering this foreign policy objective, the EU has traditionally relied on a combination of its economic weight (as a large market and a source of capital) and its soft power, i.e. the power of attraction of its value-based integration model. But over the next decades the economic weight of the EU will be declining and its normative power seems to decline as well (partially as a result of its shrinking economy). The euro crisis has of course exacerbated this trend as it has created the impression among third countries of a divided European Union unable to solve its own problems; a continent where a certain retreat in liberal democracy can also be observed (e.g. constitutional reform in Hungary; and a rising influence of EU executive bodies dictating terms on democratically elected governments in Member States in order to counter the sovereign debt crisis).

By 2030 the euro crisis should only be a memory, but the speed at which it will be overcome and the ‘collateral’ damage it might leave behind are today difficult to evaluate. The changing economic weight reinforces the argument that it is in the EU’s own interest not to upset the less democratic but increasingly economically powerful partners on which it depends to boost domestic growth through trade.

With a waning influence in bilateral relations with strategic partners like China, the EU will have to resort to other means to meet its constitutional obligation and stay true to its missionary principle of (re-)democratising third countries.

Given that democracy is unlikely to advance, these days and in the foreseeable future, through the economic preponderance of the EU, its best hope lies in winning a genuinely open debate. In other words, wavering countries, and skeptical societies, must be convinced that political freedom works best.
However, even where all the right conditions are in place, democracy will not prevail unless its proponents show success at governing. No constitution can, in itself, guarantee good governance. The success of any political system ultimately depends on whether it can provide basic things like security, wealth and justice. And in countries where experiments in democracy are in full swing, daily reality is more complex than either zealous democracy-promoters or authoritarian sceptics will allow.

While globalisation is thriving, its consequences remain contradictory and controversial. Although it is an effective process in generating economic growth, it can also lead to an excessive concentration of wealth and, in some sectors, increasing inequalities within and between countries. A major explanation for such imbalances lies in regulation deficiencies in economic, financial, commercial and environmental fields, due to unaccountable, undemocratic, inequitable and ineffective global governance.

The way to make global governance more legitimate is to give a strong role to democratic politics and priority to public interest over private/corporate interests in global governance. Arguably, the EU should formulate proposals towards achieving a more accountable, transparent, participatory global governance system, together with an institutional architecture for regulating globalisation that combines economic efficiency and social equity. The EU should put emphasis on multi-level governance, underlining the relevance of regional governance as a link between local and global levels.

The key problem hindering effective EU action abroad is the continuing refusal of member countries to agree to an effective coordination and bundling of the remaining foreign policy instruments (ranging from official development assistance to the absence of a unified euro area representation in the international financial institutions). The EU can fulfil its institutional mandate in an increasingly undemocratic world only if member states allow it to do so.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The relationship between democracy and growth has been extensively studied empirically. Until recently the broad conclusion had been that there is no systematic link. But it also remains the case that almost all of the high income countries are democratic. Our projections imply that by 2030 China will have a very important weight in the global economy. If it has not become democratic by then it will become very difficult for the EU to continue its mission to spread democracy by economic means. The key underlying question is of course whether China and the non-democratic emerging economies can continue to grow without becoming democratic.
Europe and the Future of Global Governance

Ulrike Guérot
European Council on Foreign Relations

Europe is its own biggest risk: from global actor to global concern

Europe, in recent years, lost its flagship position through the Euro-crisis and became a problem rather than an asset for the global governance system: it dragged on the international system to fix the Euro-crisis and at the same time it became an element of uncertainty.

The impact of Europe on global governance will thus depend on whether or not the Eurozone overcomes its current crisis and comes out of it strengthened both in economic and in political terms, that meaning being more united.

Any other scenario of European fragmentation, Euro-implosion, re-nationalization, or even a lasting two-tier Europe will probably not be able to have any meaningful influence on the system of global governance, be this in global regulatory issues, or in questions of global order and wealth distribution (energy resources, climate protection…); let alone that a scattered Europe would not be able to be a responsible global actor with strategic outreach in order to defend its values and/ or interests (see Libya, Mali, Syria).

Europe can only have a meaningful impact on the global system if it brings together its economic weight, especially Germany’s, together with European values and principles such as good governance, rule of law, human rights and the market economy as a political sounding board. Avoiding European break up, improving integration, stabilizing the Eurozone and enhancing the European Security and Defense Policy are thus key and this in crucial times, where populism, social unrest, and dismantlement of integration are serious risks and confidence in the EU is rapidly decreasing. The forthcoming European parliamentary elections will be a litmus test in this respect.

Europe needs to complete its integration, especially of the Eurozone

A deep push in European integration, leading first and foremost to the completion of banking union, preferably with some sort of common deposit scheme, should be the main near-term goal for European/Eurozone integration. This is difficult enough in the time-window between 2014 and 2016 after the parliamentary elections in May and with a new EU Commission in place.

The EU is in a catch-22, as moving towards deeper fiscal integration that may require treaty changes (especially in the legal optic of Germany), which, on the other hand, is politically not on the cards. Germany will likely try to develop an ‘amendment culture,’ tying to go for chirurgical fixes of the
European constitutional framework in order to allow deeper integration, especially of the Eurozone, without putting the institutional system at political risks.

The new code word for a pragmatic Eurozone fix in the German discussion is ‘transnational’: a network structure of ‘crossed legitimacy’ between the European and national parliaments – or national supervision bodies in the case of banking union, rather than targeting the method of more supranational integration and competence transfer to Brussels. It is important to note that this is a default-strategy, which is meant to avoid a two-tier Europe between the current eighteen members of the Eurozone and the EU of twenty-eight. Rather, it is an inclusive approach over time.

The Eurozone also needs a new basis for legitimacy with a quite different parliamentarian set-up; a bigger role for national parliaments (not only the Bundestag) through “crossed legitimacy” between national parliaments and the EP; a clearer distinction between the executive and the legislative branches in the euro-governance system; and a rebooted European Stability Mechanism which will take over parts of the management of the fiscal capacity and the coordination, if not integration of new policy areas, such as taxation, social policies or employment policies. The Franco-German paper of May 30th including its proposal of a permanent president of the Eurozone, which over time could develop into a European treasury, may be considered as a blueprint in this respect.

**EUROPE AND THE ‘WEST’**

A rebooted Eurozone is the condition to move on with issues such as financial market regulation and a trade agenda in a transatlantic setting. This means that transatlantic relations in the future will be more business driven and less security (NATO-) driven. The institutional framework of TTIP reached at the end of the ongoing negotiations may eventually even replace NATO as main institutional transatlantic channel. TTIP may also drive innovation through a transatlantic digital agenda. Obviously, TTIP is a strategy for ‘Western’ retrenchment in order to secure the trade interests of the West against other emerging global players. The impact of TTIP on preferential treatment regimens with third countries is still unclear, but, in terms of global governance, the underlying, though not admitted idea of TTIP is to reboot the ‘West’ and to get steering capacity of the international regulatory and trade system, and to not leave this role to China.

TTIP is thus important to watch: it will determine the main poles of global governance and the G-2, G-3 competition settings between the US, China and Europe. With TTIP, the US places itself in the middle of Pacific trade relations, NAFTA and transatlantic trade agendas. TTIP is key for determining future shareholder positions of both the United States and China in the system of global governance.

**EUROPE AND GLOBAL META-TRENDS**

It is not only the European role in global governance, which is unclear; it is the development of global governance as such, as Dani Rodrik describes. The global governance system suffers from a non-solved triangle of tensions between liberal trade (and its consequences for the ‘left behinds’), democracy, and sovereignty. In addition, the global governance system is clearly in erosion (WTO, ILO, NATO…); but a new transnational system able to manage the question of global wealth distribution hasn’t emerged.
yet—and the question of an international supreme body with sanctioning power remains unclear since the United States is withdrawing from its position as a global hegemon. The implementation power of international law has also become shaky (e.g. on nuclear proliferation, TNPT, see Iran). History is back and power tops law once again, whereas the main asset of Europe/the EU is its rule-based system. This is why Europe/the EU may have problems becoming an important actor shaping the future of global governance, although that is what many in the world expect it to do.

The erosion of the world order of the twentieth century comes along with a couple of global meta-trends, for which the international system seems too static in its current governance structures to adapt to: rural/urban divide/mega-towns and urbanization; demography/aging; competition for energy and water resources; new non-state actors in the system of global governance (NGO’s, but also pirates and private companies that operate on a global scale in 'state-less' territories, e.g. land-grabbing); ‘Singaporization’/ off-shore Islands in the international financial system operating beyond state control; regionalization/ populism/ religious fundamentalism; Mercantilization of foreign policy; shift from geo-strategy to geo-economy; transnational and network-based structures; a fragile global value chain (no storage); smart grids; and cyber/spying.

How Europe will cope with these meta-trends remains to be seen. In a way, the aim for a ‘single’ European approach represents a monolithic approach to diffused structures. The European Unitarian momentum—based on ‘one voice’ ideas to shape the European institutional system—is certainly necessary to increase Europe’s capacity to act; but on the other hand, it somehow stands against the new fluidity of the global governance system with its diffuse threats. So, it remains to be seen whether the European competence and experience in consensual and transnational policy making, its legal based approach and its knowledge in pooling sovereignty will turn out to be an asset or a handicap to the global governance system of the twenty-first century. For the moment, European weakness cannot be denied and Europe is not living up to its potential.
Global Governance after the European Crisis

Susan Schadler
Center for International Governance Innovation

The crises that began with Greece and spread through Ireland and the southern periphery of Europe were path breakers. They occurred in countries embedded in a major currency area, they dispelled the notion that debt crises are the provenance of emerging market countries, and demonstrated that economic weakness remains remarkably impervious to global bail-out assistance. While many factors have contributed to the prolongation of the crisis, the interplay of rigidities in governance within the euro area and the strong political influence of Europe in the main global crisis management institution—the IMF—was one of the most important.

Europe, the global economy, and its supporting institutions have hobbled through the challenges thrown up by these crises. But it has been a costly process in terms of growth and employment lost. The mistakes do not have to be repeated. These are early days for choosing the key weaknesses in the governance frameworks that need attention, but the process must begin with issues that are now obvious. From a European perspective, two types of changes must be undertaken: the first concern is Europe’s internal governance and the second concerns Europe’s contribution to ensuring that global governance does not stymie effective crisis management again in the future. As the former are widely discussed, the emphasis in this note will be on the latter.

THE EURO AREA DEBT CRISIS—ESSENTIAL FACTS

The basic contours of crisis management in the euro area were set during the crisis in Greece. Initially, the intention of European leaders was to handle and finance the crisis internally. After the size of the problem—both the adjustment and the financing required—became clear, the EU then turned to the IMF. This invitation came late. A large amortization payment due six weeks after the crisis began brought the threat of a disorderly default to the doorstep. European demands put to the IMF were stark and difficult to reconcile: Greece must stay in the euro area and there would be no debt restructuring, which, it was thought, would deprive Greek banks of funding channels and stir up intensely feared contagion to other weak euro area countries; and that the IMF would negotiate, monitor, and contribute one third of the financing of the adjustment program in a joint relationship with the Commission and the European Central Bank—“the Troika.”

To be part of this arrangement, the IMF had to change its own set of rules for exceptionally large loans. The IMF determined that even with the unusually strong fiscal and structural adjustment policies, a rigorous forward-looking analysis raised significant doubts about whether public debt would be sustainable without a restructuring. In other words, IMF funding would not be a bridge to a level of debt that could be financed and repaid; it would only extend the period of uncertainty about how debt would be lowered to manageable levels. As one of the criteria that a large borrower must meet is that it is on a track to debt sustainability, the IMF had to introduce a waiver (the “systemic risk waiver”) to approve the loan. After a long period of denial about the sustainability of Greek debt, Europe agreed to a restructuring of Greece’s privately held debt two years later.
Greece paved the way for handling other debt crises in Europe. Though the facts surrounding the crises in Ireland and Portugal differed, the basic parameters for handling the crises were similar: each country should stay in the euro area, restructuring would not (initially) be countenanced, the IMF participated in the Troika, and lending proceeded on the back of the systemic risk waiver, without a high probability of debt sustainability. Though no other country has yet restructured its debt, each crisis has entailed significant periods of falling output and employment.

**HOW CAN EUROPE CONTRIBUTE TO BETTER GLOBAL CRISIS MANAGEMENT — FIVE EARLY ISSUES FOR ACTION**

Europe retains a huge influence—both in terms of the cumulative quota of countries and its role in management—over decisions on IMF governance. As such, a significant share of the responsibility for applying the lessons learned from the crisis to prevent these precedents from feeding mistakes again in future crises. Five immediate issues are critical.

First, Europe needs to support efforts to reinstall arms-length protection for the IMF from pressures that prevent open consideration of all options for fixing a problem early and at its source. Again focusing on Greece, two fundamental problems were at the root of the crisis—unusually high and rising public debt and weak competitiveness. The Troika-backed program aimed to address these issues through severe fiscal retrenchment and structural reforms. But this strategy was not realistic in light of the depth of the problems and the lags in responses to, especially structural, policy. In turn, the optimism embedded in the initial 3-5 year forecasts (for example of GDP, employment, and exports) contributed to an unrealistic picture of the costs of the strategy. Ultimately, after private holdings of debt had fallen substantially, debt had to be restructured, while the slow pace and response to structural reforms meant that the real sector strategy had to shift from a structural reform-lead to a recession-lead improvement in competitiveness.

Admittedly, the constraints posed by membership in a currency union were formidable. But almost every crisis has its own set of constraints that seem immutable at the outset. The critical role for the IMF as an outsider with enormous experience in handling crises is to force a reality check on the parties closer to the crisis. Reconsidering the management and decision-making structure of the IMF so as to strengthen the arm's length distance from the intense political pressures that inevitably surround a crisis is critical.

Second, the IMF needs to provide more thorough analyses of spillover effects. The fear of contagion arises in all crises and most intensely in regional partner countries. They are well-based because all serious 21st-century crises have spillover effects. A critical error in handling the euro area crisis was succumbing uncritically to the view that financing a program without a high degree of credibility would minimize spillover effects. For example, the program for Greece approved in May 2010 did not satisfy the international market's desire to see a clear endgame to Greece’s large debt and competitiveness problems. Without providing such clarity, the strategy of lending to Greece without a high probability of sustainability actually exacerbated negative contagion to other weak periphery countries.
The best approach to choosing the spillovers with the lowest costs is to have the IMF undertake a rigorous and transparent analysis of likely spillovers from alternative strategies for crisis resolution. Of course, these would involve many judgment calls on likely responses to different courses of action. For example for Greece, spillover analyses of the actual strategy chosen, a restructuring strategy, a temporary exit from the euro strategy, to name a few alternatives, should have been carried out and made public. Unless the IMF is able to get all strategic options on the table with a clear analysis backing each, it will not perform the essential function of an objective participant in program negotiations.

Third, the IMF must be protected by a sensible framework for lending into crises. The IMF changed the framework governing exceptionally large loans in order to act in Greece, Ireland and Portugal. The framework consisted of four criteria that a country must meet to receive exceptional access: the country must have a balance of payments need; a high probability of debt sustainability in the medium term; good prospects for regaining market access; and a program of policies that is likely to be successful. To approve the Greek loan, the option of a permanent waiver was introduced into the second requirement—that related to debt sustainability—when there are risks of international systemic spillover effects. The use of the waiver effectively undermines the avowed role of the IMF—to lend as a bridge to market access. Without sustainability, market access is unthinkable.

The waiver should be eliminated. It was established in the heat of the moment of an impending Greek default. This critical and permanent change in IMF policy was not discussed by the Fund’s Executive Board, but merely made part of the approval of the Greek program. It makes little sense. Sustainability is always basic to the objectives of an IMF lending arrangement and no more so than for a country important enough to have international spillover effects. Moreover, that the IMF continues to invoke the systemic risk waiver three years after the start of the crisis for Greece, Ireland and Portugal, speaks to the license the waiver gives for delaying crisis resolution.

That said, it is important for the IMF to have some flexibility or discretion in its initial response to severe crises. For Greece for example, it is arguable that a default in mid-May 2010 (which was the likely outcome of the absence of IMF participation) would have been unduly costly. When such immediate, short-term exigencies arise, it is important that large, short-duration finance can be provided as sound policies that genuinely lead a crisis country back to sustainability are considered and put in place. In other words, in circumstances when a time-constraint prevents fast enough agreement on a program (likely to include a restructuring) that credibly leads to debt sustainability, a formal source of emergency short-term finance (from a special dedicated facility within the IMF or from another institution such as the BIS) is necessary. The IMF would then be enabled to play its proper role of objective outsider in lending support to a credible program.

Fourth, debt restructuring arrangements are still precarious and need formalization. That the Greek restructuring of privately held debt in early 2012 worked so well was fortunate. The decision on the parameters of the restructuring was reached in October 2011; a negotiating group lead by the Institute for International Finance (IIF) was formed, and a deal was reached in February, 2012. Though the fate of the negotiations was a cliffhanger, a large write down with a small number of holdouts was achieved. Creditor coordination problems were mostly successfully overcome. But the circumstances were special. Most debt was issued under domestic law, and retrofitted collective action clauses (CACs) were put in place to secure adequate participation. Hold-outs in the foreign law debt were eventually paid off.
These special features of the Greek deal leave doubts about future restructurings. Problems, well-rehearsed during the 2001-02 debate over the Sovereign Debt Restructuring Mechanism, remain potent obstacles to smooth restructuring as the lingering problems with Argentina’s creditors show. CACs, which are now common in bond contracts, continue to be too narrow to ensure timely participation of all creditors. And while the IIF did a commendable job in negotiating the Greek restructuring, it is an organization of bankers without formal channels of representation by hedge funds and other non-bank bond holders. If a full bankruptcy-type body is not favored, a new look at CACs at least is needed.

Finally, the IMF's relationship with regional partners in debt crises needed clearer boundaries. The Troika arrangement has been a novel test. Cooperation between the IMF and regional groups has frequently occurred, but joint responsibility for negotiating, monitoring and financing an adjustment and reform program had not, until the European crises. And, though the logic of the joint effort is clear when the crisis country is a member of a currency union, it has presented problems. Apart from obvious differences in institutional perspectives and responsibilities of the European and IMF teams, there has persistently been at least the appearance of a more direct channel for political influence. As for the future, though crises of the severity of Europe’s are unlikely in other currency unions including multiple IMF members, the Troika will set an example that could well be viewed with interest in future crises in other regions.

The IMF needs a clear set of principles to guide any future cooperation with regional groups during crisis resolution. These need to partition responsibilities, reinforce the senior creditor position of the IMF (perhaps even formally), and fortify the constraints on the IMF’s discretion in lending into crises.

Action on these five issues is critical to avoiding the mistakes that have led to prolonged crises in Europe. Though the list of issues for action will surely expand as the European crises eventually are resolved and studied further, a minimum list is clear:

- The management and decision-making structure of the IMF needs to be reexamined to foster distance from direct political pressures.
- Prior to approval of any lending arrangement, the IMF should be required to carry out and release to the public rigorous analyses of international spillover effects from different strategies for addressing the crisis.
- The option for waiving the requirement of debt sustainability in exceptionally large lending arrangements should be revoked. The very high costs of leaving markets to guess how debt sustainability will be restored are an unacceptable drag on the resolution of a crisis.
- Formal arrangements—whether through enhanced CACs or a bankruptcy-style process—for debt standstills and restructuring are needed.
- Procedures for cooperation between the MF and regional institutions in debt crises should be codified with an aim of separating the two enough to ensure institutional integrity.
The Trans-Pacific Partnership and the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership: “For” a More Prosperous Future, or “Against” a More Prosperous China?

Andrea Renda
Center for European Policy Studies

These are very interesting times for international trade talks. The US government has signaled its intention to complete by the end of 2013 the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), which currently involves the United States, Australia, Brunei, Canada, Chile, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Peru, Singapore, Vietnam, and – as a latest addition – Japan. At the same time, the first meeting of the even larger Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) between the US and the European Union was held on July 8-12 this year, paving the way for what is expected to become the largest Free Trade Agreement ever, covering nearly half of the world’s GDP, almost 30 percent of world merchandise trade (including intra-EU trade, but excluding services trade), and 20 percent of global foreign direct investment with exchanges of goods and services worth around €723 billion a year and €1.8 billion a day. TTIP, according to a recent study by the Bertelsmann Foundation, will create a million new jobs in the US and a per capita GDP increase of 13.4 percent, whereas in the UK the deal would result in 400,000 more jobs and a corresponding per capita GDP rise of 9.7 percent; Germany is expected to experience an increase in per-capita GDP by 3.3 percent overall and create an additional two million jobs.

TPP and TTIP are, no doubt, potential game changers: after years of stalemate in multilateral trade negotiations and an agonizing Doha round, the landscape of trade talks is today extremely fragmented with close to 300 regional trade agreements in place and an extraordinary degree of complexity. Importantly, the scope of RTAs in force differs widely, and in some instances (e.g. public procurement) goes way beyond the reach of WTO, opening up big chunks of world trade that the WTO cannot fully govern. Navigating through this thicket has become heroic and unnecessarily costly: if successfully completed, TPP and TTIP will become templates for additional trade talks, and the whole WTO would be able to rely on a much more streamlined status quo, which in turn would facilitate agreements on global rules. Accordingly, key players such as EU Trade Commissioner Karel De Gucht have declared that TTIP could be a great opportunity to reinforce the World Trade Organization (WTO): the WTO’s 9th ministerial conference in Bali in December 2013 will demonstrate whether this view is shared by many other players at the table.

However, there are several question marks concerning the possibility for TPP and TTIP to represent transitional steps towards an opening up of global trade. Some of these questions are related to the content of the agreements; other are related to the purpose and membership of the agreements; some relate to the timing; and finally, some are linked to the political support that the agreements are likely to have at national level, and especially in the US and the EU. More in detail:

- As regards the content of the agreements, several challenges lie ahead, in particular for what concerns Intellectual Property Rights, telecom and financial services, rules on state-owned enterprises, and public procurement in the TPP; and all these areas plus, most notably,
regulatory convergence in the TTIP (more specifically, how to reconcile Europe’s precautionary principle with the more risk-friendly approach to safety adopted in the US). In the TPP, problems are emerging due to the enlargement of the agreement to Canada, Mexico and lately Japan; as well as due to the reported attempt by the US to impose conducts and standards that Asian participants would not be ready to support. In the TTIP, the first meeting on 8-12 July 2013 already marked the de facto exclusion of financial services from the pact; the difficulty (also in procedural terms) of involving regulatory agencies in a dialogue on regulatory cooperation; and the unwillingness of both parties to talk about data protection in the aftermath of the “datagate” scandal. All this seems to cast rather dark shadows on the possibility for the negotiating parties to strike a sufficiently ambitious agreement, i.e. one that really acts as a game changer in the landscape of international trade.

For what concerns the purpose and membership of the agreements, it is impossible to ignore that both FTAs do not include China, a colossally important trade partner and a maverick that erodes, on a daily basis, the GDP share of the US and the EU. The most malicious interpretations of TPP and TTIP contemplate the possibility that both pacts are to be considered as pacts “against” China, rather than “for” a more prosperous future. The overall idea would be that setting clear rules on state-owned enterprises, government subsidies and technical (including environmental) standards in a way that excludes or harms Chinese products can become the only way for the US and EU to preserve their dominance in global trade in the medium term: paradoxically, from this standpoint the two pacts would become a “protectionist” attempt, window-dressed as free-trade would certainly not the best way to trigger a revival of international trade talks within the WTO; rather, it would lead to a large-scale edition of the infamous trade war against Chinese solar panels, which already raised a hectic debate in the EU—with Merkel taking sides with China, rather than the European Commission.

As regards the timing of the agreements, both have important challenges to face. First, the TPP should be completed by year-end according to the US government; however, too many issues are still outstanding after 19 rounds, and important countries (notably, Japan) have just joined the table, which is likely to create further complications. The issue with the TTIP is even more evident: the stated objective of completing negotiations by the end of 2014 is clearly unrealistic, despite optimism shown by both sides and in particular by US chief negotiator Mike Froman. One reason is related to the extreme complexity of some of the chapters to be negotiated, from cybersecurity and data protection to regulatory cooperation; another is that 2014 will see turmoil in Brussels with the new elections for the European Parliament and a slowdown of regulatory activity due to the end of the Commission’s mandate; and finally, as explained more in-depth below, negotiations might be slowed down by uncertainty on the likely reaction of the US congress, the European Parliament and national governments in EU Member States to the text of the Treaty.

For what concerns the political support to the agreements in the parties’ internal political debate, there are substantial problems to be considered—especially in the United States, where Obama has not obtained so-called “fast track” powers, i.e. Trade Promotion Authority (TPA). As such, he is granted very limited discretion and autonomy in negotiating terms, and is relegated to a position of facilitator of an agreement that will have to be signed and ratified by the US Congress. Currently, work on TPA legislation in Congress appears to be still at a very early stage, Congressmen have already been complaining about the limited information they have received on the TPP, and experts on both sides tend to agree that the best way to proceed would
be to try to discuss TPA after the current agreements have been signed. This, in turn, means that the US delegation, broken into 24 working groups, might end up endorsing an agreement that will be later revised and maybe rejected, or partly overturned, by Congress—this is likely given that Congress seems eager to reject everything that Obama proposes. At the other side of the table, the European Commission seems to face similar problems, with some Member States expected to veto the abolition of non-tariff barriers in some key sectors, such as agriculture; and other Member States ready to stand against protectionist moves. This unpredictability once again shows the weakness of trade talks between regional blocs: some experts have thus asked whether the TTIP is a pact between 2 or 78 different partners.

As a result, the road towards completion of both TPP and—even more—TTIP appears tortuous at best. If the agreements even get to the signature, approval, and implementation stages, the consequences for the WTO system would be significant: rather than strengthening the WTO, the exclusion of China from both pacts will undermine the viability of the multilateral trade talks, and will then lead to less incentives to try to conclude the Doha round: after all, the US government already appears not to have enough resources to fully negotiate TPP and TTIP at the same time—this, in turn, means that nothing will be left for the Doha round. The ball will then pass the Chinese government, which will have to choose whether to adapt to the terms established by the pacts and upgrade and revise its standards and products to be able to compete in the largest world markets; change strategy and focus on Africa and Latina America and some South-East Asian countries as key commercial partners, knowing that they will be increasingly tempted by the Transatlantic giant; or to focus more on its internal market, which would require a massive change in the strategy adopted so far by the Chinese government. All in all, Beijing knows that the pacts are unlikely to be signed and approved in due time: but certainly TPP and TTIP, if successful, would make the stakes higher and life harder for China and other emerging economies in the context of global trade. Not the best starting point for a future of multilateral, cooperative trade talks.
The “New Wave of Regionalism”: Some Thoughts on Brazil's agenda

Lia Valls Pereira
Getulio Vargas Foundation

INTRODUCTION

The number of free trade agreements, increased from 25 in the 1958-1990 period to 88 between 1991 and 2000, and reached 158 between 2001 and 2012. The proliferation of these agreements is seen as a “new wave of regionalism” according to various authors. The reasons are varied and include: the impasse of the Doha Round, the importance of global production chains, the difficulty of reconciling the Chinese and United States views on the regulatory framework of world trade, and domestic constraints.

In Brazil, the issue of “new wave of trade agreements,” and especially the recent initiatives such as the Trans Pacific Association Agreement (TPP), the Transatlantic Agreement, and the Pacific Alliance, combined with the weakness of Mercosur as a customs union, led to a resurgence of discussions about the Brazilian trade agreement agenda at the beginning of 2013 [1] [2]. In addition to the possible loss of market access, the country was “isolating” itself from global production chains.

I argue in this paper that the question of supply chains should be analyzed separately from the reasons behind the trade agreements. There is a similarity to the discussions of the late 1980s-early 1990s on the harmonization of domestic rules for the consolidation of the global processes of production and finance. From this perspective, the current debate retains some of the features of the discussions about what happened to the relationship between multilateralism and regionalism during the Uruguay Round (1986/1994) [3]. In addition, I offer some thoughts on the Brazilian agenda of trade agreements.

THE FAILURE OF MULTILATERALISM: THE CONSENSUS ON UNIVERSAL RULES FOR DOMESTIC POLICIES?

At the beginning of the 1990s, R.Z. Lawrence argued that globalization, understood to mean the growing internationalization of production and financial flows, requires the harmonization of domestic policies. The transaction costs imposed by different regulatory systems impose a burden on the process of globalization, which would be the source of dynamism for global economic growth. Thus, the inclusion of new issues such as investment and intellectual property rights and services in the Uruguay Round would be part of the globalization process, although this was opposed by a group of developing countries led by Brazil and India.

Note, however, that the attempt to stall the negotiations on these new issues lost strength as the Uruguay Round negotiations continued. The United States, a staunch supporter of multilateralism, signed a free trade agreement with Canada in 1988, where the new themes were introduced [4]. The message was clear: either negotiate at the multilateral level or the United States would choose to use either bilateral or unilateral measures [5]. By the beginning of the 1990s, however, both the Latin American and Asian developing countries had adopted trade liberalization and privatization policies that they believed were necessary conditions to be able to benefit from the era of “new globalization,” which facilitated the
negotiations. However, Lawrence called attention to the fact that the end of the Uruguay Round notwithstanding, it was unlikely that multilateral negotiations would be able to produce the “profound integration” of regulatory systems that globalization required. The regional route emerged as the most likely path and could be interpreted as a necessary step for the future harmonization of rules in the multilateral system.

The “positive view” of regional agreements in a multilateral system was challenged by Jagdish Bhagwati. In 1996, he argued that the demand for harmonization of rules by the government of the United States would be a way to impose a vision of what the American public viewed as “fair trade.” According to the author, the demands were designed to “remake the world in its own image”. The “image” would be the US’ conception of “fair trade.” In 2008, the author criticized the choice by the United States to pursue bilateral trade agreements as contributing to the weakening of the multilateral system [6]. All agreements were classified as “new generation agreements” and included the addition of new issues: clauses on the protection of the environment, labor rights, and in some cases the rules for policies on competition. Indeed, the agreements signed by the United States at that time were all with countries that had little bargaining power in world trade. Therefore, they reflected the preferences of the United States and do not contribute to the creation of balanced multilateral rules.

In place of globalization as the source of the demand for harmonized rules, the question for the twenty-first century is focused on global and regional supply chains. The issue increased in relevance in studies aimed at understanding the transformation of developing economies in Asia. In the decade of the 1980s, Japanese investment fueled the development of the “Asian Tigers.” At the beginning of the twenty-first century, Chinese investment incorporated additional countries, such as Vietnam, as links in the supply chain, for example.

Richard Baldwin links the issues of supply chains, the new wave of trade agreements, and the difficulties in the Doha Round. He believes that in the late 1990s a new form of globalization began that required new rules. This globalization involves not only the fragmentation of production processes, but also services. Investments in supply chains under this new degree of fragmentation requires a legal environment that has clear and stable rules to assure companies of the integration of all stages of production and services related to its businesses without the possibility of “breaking” the chain. Negotiations for the elimination of tariffs on imports of intermediate goods, the facilitation trade by reducing bureaucratic formalities, the reduction and/or elimination of taxes on tradable services and establishment of mechanisms for resolving disputes between the private sector and government are seen as desirable. In the formation of global and/or regional supply chains, the focus of the negotiations is on creating rules that facilitate trade in goods and services, in addition to providing guarantees for the investor.

The multilateral nature of the World Trade Organization (WTO), with 159 member countries, makes it hard to negotiate rules that meet the requirements of global and/or regional production chains. In the Uruguay Round, the modest results in the area of services, the general commitments in the field of investments and the vague nature of the penalties for failure to comply with intellectual property rights show the obstacles to these negotiations.
It was in this context that the Trans Pacific Association Agreement (TPP) Agreement and the Transatlantic Free Trade Agreement emerged. The former was launched in November 2011 and had Australia, Brunei Darussalam, Chile, Malaysia, New Zealand, Peru, Singapore, Vietnam, United States and Japan as members as of July 2013. The agenda for negotiation is extensive and covers the traditional market access issues as well as the issues from the new generation of agreements (investment, intellectual property, labor, environmental protection, government procurement policies, and others). As of July 2013, there have been 18 rounds of talks and the countries hope to complete negotiations in 2013. The agreement has been interpreted as a U.S. response to Chinese influence in Asian supply chains. Note that the negotiations follow the principle of a “single undertaking” where the agreement will only be signed by all members when all the issues have been resolved. There is no clear information on the progress of negotiations and the expectation that the negotiations will be completed before the end of 2013 may well be overly optimistic. [7].

In March 2013, the United States and the European Union announced that they would open negotiations for an Agreement on Transatlantic Trade and Investment. It is still too early to assess the likelihood of success of these negotiations. The member countries of the OECD (Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development) began negotiations for an investment agreement in 1995 but in 1998 France withdrew its support of the negotiations, and was followed by other countries. This episode suggests that a consensus for regulatory frameworks that are in the interest of the two major western economies is not always achieved.

Baldwin argues that countries that are outside of these negotiations with all WTO plus rules, i.e., rules that are broader and with a level of commitment that reduces the degree of flexibility of domestic policies, so that countries may be priced out of global supply chains. An alternative would be to get the backing of China, in particular, and most of the other members of the BRICS (Brazil, India and Russia, especially) for WTO plus negotiations, as soon as the Doha Round is ended. Baldwin believes that these countries will not agree to proposals that would greatly reduce the autonomy of domestic industry and trade policies. So what is at stake are different systems of economic regulation. China has reportedly offered what it considers feasible at this stage of its development in its process of inclusion as a member of the WTO.

Simon Lester disagrees with this assessment. The consolidation of productive chains does not depend on formal regional or multilateral trade agreements. It is a domestic policy option. Countries with similar strategies may want to strengthen their commitments with rules to facilitate the consolidation of the supply chains, but this does not mean transferring the broad regulatory framework agenda to the WTO. The risk is that multilateral discipline applied to protectionist trade practices will begin to receive less attention and negotiations involving commitments regarding domestic political strategies will be caught in continuous impasses.

In November 2012 the Regional Economic Partnership Agreement (RCEP, Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership) was introduced. Its goal is to combine two areas of cooperation and agreement in Asia and Oceania. One refers to the bilateral agreements of the ASEAN countries with China, Japan and South Korea, and the other area is the Economic Cooperation Agreement between Australia, New Zealand and India [8]. Like the proposals championed by the United States, the proposal is ambitious in terms of coverage of topics.
The issue of harmonization of domestic regulations to facilitate the globalization of productive processes is not new to the multilateral agenda, neither is the resort to bilateral and/or regional agreements to overcome impasses in the multilateral arena. The prospect of a TPP agreement and the Transatlantic Agreement, if it is successful, is that it will limit the degrees of freedom for negotiations of regulatory frameworks in the WTO. A consensus on regulatory standards between the United States and the European Union together with its partners in the agreements could compensate for the presence of China and the links to its production chains in Asia. But, what is new in the current discussion is the presence of China. Initiatives such as the RCEP suggest that the formation of a consensus on regulatory frameworks will not leave China to one side in order to avoid creating tensions in trade. In addition, negotiations that permit a consolidation of a consensus that a multilateral framework is desirable and must be assured. In this case, as Lester suggests, a less ambitious WTO agenda would make this task more feasible.

WHAT ARE THE ISSUES RAISED BY “NEW REGIONALISM” FOR THE BRAZILIAN AGENDA?

The strategy of industrial policy in Brazil is to increase the density of local supply chains, beginning with the local content requirement for investment [9]. Although this is a practice that conflicts with WTO investment rules it is used by several countries. In Brazil’s case, the criticism is the generalized use of this instrument. Furthermore, as pointed out by Araujo Jr., the high import tariffs levied on intermediate goods place tax burdens on the final product and reduce the competitiveness of Brazilian products.

The two issues mentioned above (local content and high tariffs) do not require the implementation of new generation trade agreements nor so they require a reflection on the global supply chains in which Brazilian industries might be inserted. The issue is the demand for a new round of trade liberalization in the country, as well as a review and reformulation of the local content policy. However, the Pacific Alliance (June 2012) formed by Chile, Peru, Colombia and Mexico brings some issues to the trade agreements agenda in Brazil. From an economic standpoint, the impacts will depend on the conditions of the domestic economy and guidelines economic policy. If the business environment is favorable, Brazil (the issue of the high tax burden and bureaucratic procedures) and the economy resumes its cycle of expansion, it is unlikely that there will be a diversion of investment [10].

The Pacific Alliance, however, raises questions about the project for the integration of South America and the role of Brazil. This issue is of particular importance at a time when the consolidation of Mercosur as a customs union seems to be increasingly unlikely [11]. So what is at question is the leadership capacity of Mercosur in the South American integration project.

However the main question that the debate on new regionalism refers to is the issue of regional production chains and the format of the agreements negotiated by Brazil. During the debate on the constitution of the Free Trade Area of the Americas, between 1994 and 2001, the creation of a “Mercosur Standard”—as opposed to the “NAFTA Standard”—was widely discussed[12]. The credibility of Mercosur as a “united front” assumed the creation of standards, just as in NAFTA, on issues such as government procurement, services and intellectual property, among others. This effort
was interrupted by the Argentine crisis that led to the stagnation of Mercosur negotiations in 1999/2000 and 2002. Later, the impasses in the LAFTA negotiations, in 2003 led to the end of the LAFTA negotiations in 2005, removing the issue of LAFTA from the Mercosur agenda.

As a result, negotiations about regulatory frameworks for investment, services, government procurement and other issues that are present in the new generation free trade agreements are absent or reveal a limited degree of commitment from Mercosur. Similarly, the agreements signed by Mercosur and South American countries in the 1990s (Chile and Bolivia) and later, the agreements with Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and Venezuela, and Peru, in 2004/05 were limited to trade in goods.

**FINAL THOUGHTS**

The announcement of broad regional agreements like the TPP, the Transatlantic Agreement and the Pacific Alliance gave rise to the debate about the “isolation of Brazil” from the new wave of regionalism linked to the formation of regional and global supply chains. I have argued in this paper that initiatives such as TPP and Transatlantic Agreement are associated with movements led by the United States for shaping the rules that meet the interests of expanding its multinational companies, in addition to trying to create a framework that could eventually be multi-lateralized and thus govern the trade and industrial policies of China, in particular. So the first question that arises is whether Brazil wants to introduce changes in the guidelines of their domestic policies that favor a possible intensification of the country’s participation in global supply chains, regardless of whether the agreements are realized or not.

The Pacific Alliance raises the question of South American integration. I highlight the choice of a minimalist agenda in the trade agreements in Brazil. Rethinking Mercosur as a customs union or a free trade area requires considering issues beyond trade in goods. Returning to one of the objectives of the Treaty of Asunción—“competitive insertion”—requires member countries to think about the commitments that are favorable for the formation of regional production chains and participation in global supply chains. In this case, the first step is the reform of the common external tariff that still reflects the protectionist preferences of Brazil.

Endnotes:

[1] The next section of this article will summarize these agreements.
[2] Several articles and editorials in major newspapers across the country have dealt with this issue in recent months. Bonomo (2013) criticizes Brazil’s trade policy that would have relegated the trade agenda to the background. Leitão (2013) discusses the Mercosur costs for Brazil's trade negotiations.
[4] The only free trade agreement signed by the United States prior to 1988 was with Israel in 1985, which was seen as a decision motivated by political issues.
[5] In 1988, the U.S. Congress extended the application of Section 301 that allows the Executive to apply trade sanctions on countries that violate the rights of U.S. companies with regard to investment and intellectual property rights, for example. In the absence of a multilateral trade regulation in these areas, there was no forum for the affected countries to discuss the application of sanctions.
The United States has free trade agreements with Australia, Bahrain, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Israel, Jordan, Korea, Mexico, Morocco, Nicaragua, Oman, Panama, Peru and Singapore.

In June 2013, Senator Elizabeth Warren (D-MA) wrote an open letter to the President of the United States seeking clarification on the agreement (http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/06/13/elizabeth-warren-free-trade-letter_n_3431118.html)

ASEAN is an economic cooperation and trade agreement. Brunei Dar-es-Salaam, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam are members.

Local content requirements refer to the use of components produced in the domestic market in product manufacturing and/or exploitation of resources (in the case of oil).

The risk of trade diversion is small. All four countries have had free trade and/or preferential agreements among themselves and Brazil. The volume of trade between the countries is not high. For Mexico, the Alliance accounted for 2.6% of exports in 2011 and Colombia (7.6%), Peru (7.6%) and Chile (5.8%). Exports by these countries to Brazil accounted for 5.6% of exports and imports 5.5% from Brazil in 2011. Thus, even if the Brazilian markets were lost, the effect would not be great. Further, the risk of diversion of investment is difficult to predict. The gross domestic product in purchasing power parity for the four countries was 23% greater than that of Brazil in 2011. The total population is 6% greater than that of Brazil and the current trade (exports plus imports) was US$1 trillion and the Brazil of US$493 billion in 2011. Thus, the potential market of the Pacific Alliance is greater, but the physical distance between Mexico and its partners is a barrier to the formation of regional production chains. In any event, an interpretation for the Alliance would be the construction of a platform for Chinese investment in the Latin American region and, in this case, countries that already have agreements with China (except for Mexico) would be in a better position than Brazil.

The full customs union was to have taken full effect in 2006. Since 1999, however, exceptions to the commitments agreed for the conformation of the union have been postponed. In addition, new exceptions to free intra-regional trade and a common external tariff were created. (MDIC, 2013).
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The Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership, the Trans-Pacific Partnership, and the Future of International Trade

Jaime Zabludovsky
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International trade negotiations are facing a crucial stage. The multilateral front, led by the World Trade Organization (WTO), is in the midst of a foundational crisis and regional and sub-regional trade negotiations have come to fill the multilateral vacuum.

The future of international trade, at least in the short and medium term, depends heavily on the outcome of these regional negotiations. Two trade initiatives outstand for its economic and strategic relevance: The Transpacific Trade Partnership (TPP) and the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP).

WTO AND THE DOHA IMPASSE

The WTO has been a victim of its own success. GATT, the WTO's predecessor, has promoted eight successful rounds of trade liberalization, establishing the rules that have reduced barriers to trade in goods, services, and investment for the past 50 years. Thanks to these efforts, international trade flows have exploded over the last decades and have become the main engine of World economic growth.

GATT's success has also resulted in a dramatic increase in its membership and a huge transformation from the original free standing agreement, into a full fledge international organization. The world trade community has increased from the 23 countries that signed the founding agreement in the Habana in 1948, to the 159 members that are part to the WTO in Geneva.

Despite of this prominent performance, the pillars of multilateralism, key for GATT and WTO success, have recently become one of the main obstacles for further progress. The principles that provided discipline and order to multilateral trade negotiations in the past, such as the consensus rule, single undertaking and Most Favored Nation principles, have given place to free riding and a pace for the negotiations imposed by the least ambitious of the participants.

Developing countries have benefited for decades from the liberalization of the developed countries that founded the GATT. Consequently, developing latecomers have little motivation to open their economies. The consensus principle, on the other hand, has punished those seeking more ambitious disciplines and benefited countries not willing to move forward at the same pace. It is nearly impossible to obtain consensus in a 159 member club with such different levels of development and integration into the world economy.
If Doha Round is to advance, a structural reform of WTO operational rules is most likely indispensable. Meanwhile, countries willing to enter into ambitious trade agreements, with substantive trade and investment liberalization, have opted to use bilateral, regional and sub-regional negotiations.

REGIONAL AND SUB REGIONAL TRADE NEGOTIATIONS

The last round of successful multilateral trade negotiations concluded in Uruguay, in 1995, under GATT auspices. Since then, a great number of trade agreements have been concluded all over the world.

NAFTA gave place, under Mexican leadership, to a wide range of NAFTA-like agreements in Latin America. The US also subscribed NAFTA-like agreements in the Western Hemisphere with Central American states, Chile, Colombia, Panama, and Peru.

Meanwhile, across the Atlantic, the European Union continued deepening and expanding its regional integration. In the twenty years that have lapsed since the conclusion of the Uruguay Round, the EU has more than doubled its membership, going from 12 countries in 1993 to 28 today. And, it has also signed FTA’s with countries from other regions of the World, including a group of transatlantic agreements with Mexico, as well as Andean and the Central American Countries. Free trade fever also spread to the Pacific as bilateral and sub-regional agreements have been subscribed by several countries in the region.

Currently, two major trade negotiations are underway: The Transpacific Trade Partnership (TPP) and the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP). These negotiating processes involve the major players in the international trade scene. If the US, EU, and Japan agree on WTO plus trade arrangements, the resulting agreements would most probably become the transpacific and transatlantic integration platforms.

Successful TPP and TTIP negotiations would result into two types of countries: a) those willing to engage in substantive liberalization; and, b) those not ready to go much farther than the WTO’s current rules. In this scenario, the Geneva trade organization would have, at least, two options. Either to remain a forum for global dispute settlement on current multilateral disciplines; or to engage in a two track/two speed negotiation strategies, recognizing that some members will not be able, at least in the medium term, to reach the same level of engagement as the leading countries.

If TPP and TTIP fail, a very worrying signal would be sent to international trade. The most powerful and resourceful economies in the world are no longer able to lead the path to economic liberalization. “There won’t be more free trade champions to resort to.”
Transformation in the Arab World: The Role of Regional and Global Institutions

Francesc Badia i Dalmases
Barcelona Center for International Affairs

BACKGROUND

The old status quo in the MENA region has been swept away by the Arab uprisings since early 2011. It is very early days to envisage a new economic, geopolitical and geostrategic landscape, which, at best, has only just started to unfold. What began with an initial wave of hope and civil courage has become bloody, messy and tragic: three symptoms of the very revolutionary nature of the matter.

If the Arab Spring represents a paradigm shift for the region, then a new conceptual framework has to be brought up, as it exceedingly speculative to trace a road map under the present volatile conditions and unpredictable events. Yet one thing appears to be certain: the West will have less impact in shaping the Arab world’s future for a number of reasons, including the more complex internal policies in Western states resulting in an increasingly “hands-off” foreign policy approach. Neither regional powers nor global institutions appear fit enough to fill the gap. Consequently, while the Arab Spring is ending up in an Autocratic Summer disarray, no one seems to have the capacity to shape the new order the region desperately needs.

The expected path that starts with revolution, goes through transition, and ends up in consolidation has proven uphill in every case, and a counterrevolution is well on its way.

Therefore, since traditional powers and institutions have had great difficulties influencing the different paths that people’s revolutions have taken in different countries, there is a serious need to rethink what instruments are at hand and what institutions, if any, can become useful to restore stability.

The paradox is the following: Revolution was made allegedly in the name of freedom and dignity, but fundamentally because it might bring better economic opportunities, and yet the instability it brought about is currently undermining those very economic prospects.

ROLE OF INSTITUTIONS

It has become apparent that the regional and global institutions in place are not fit to deal with the rapid pace of events: Their major mandate is to bring nation states together to search for international peace and stability and to provide legitimate platforms of dialogue and conflict resolution beyond national sovereignty, and yet they have clearly failed in their mission. Instead, what we find today in the MENA region is violence, uncertainty, and growing instability.
This is the consequence of a number of factors; not least the relevant changes in the nature of power occurred worldwide over the last two decades. Diagnosis of rapid power shifting, dubbed “power decay,” have been made by different analysts and commentators (Zakaria, Bremmer, Brzezinski, Naím) in recent times, coinciding with the paralyzing incapacity of multilateral institutions to cope with an increasingly interconnected, complex, and fast-changing multipolar environment.

Over the last decade, the UN has had an increasing difficulty to broker the endorsement of relevant multilateral agreements. Global governance has become even more complex and has seen the emergence of many ad hoc pragmatic government networks and coalitions to deal with concrete issues, making the UN system look irrelevant, if not redundant or useless, in many cases.

In parallel, the West’s record of ambivalence in its support for democracy in the MENA region became apparent with the Arab uprisings and today questions the credibility of the current Western-dominated intergovernmental institutions. With the exception of Libya and, to a certain extent, of Syria, most of the challenged autocratic regimes were historically backed by the West in support of its economic and political interests (mainly oil and Israel, but not only).

Regional institutions such as the Arab League had also scarce credibility due to its recent past of being more an autocrats-led club than an operative intergovernmental organization, although it has been revisited and could be called to play a significant role in the future of the region: it backed the intervention in Libya—overcoming the opposition of Algeria and Syria—and has suspended Syria’s membership since the beginning of the current civil war. In spite of its problems of image and credibility, the Arab League remains a legitimate and relevant regional actor that should be taken into account, if only as a forum where the different visions about the future of the region can be confronted and discussed.

All in all, the old international order in the MENA region led by Western classical powers, one that was dominated by strong (e.g. US, UK, France) states’ bilateral relations where true and sustainable economic development, human rights and democracy were always secondary when hard decisions about energy security, maritime trade routes, and arms deals were to be made, is now under continuous scrutiny by the Western and Arab public opinion alike. The role of the UN and other regional and global institutions appear rather minor in comparison.

**STRUCTURAL PROBLEMS**

Apart from radical political tension and social unrest, the MENA region faces a number of structural problems that may hinder the region from sound development for decades. These problems are of economic, geopolitical and geostrategic nature.

As for the economy, the aftermath of the 1980’s debt crisis saw the stabilization of the macroeconomic performance due to “Washington consensus” policies fostered by the IMF and the World Bank. But at a microeconomic level, unemployment, poverty, and inequality have been on the rise, along with systemic corruption. The 2008 financial crisis had an added negative effect due to a sharp downturn in MENA’s trade markets (mainly in the US and the EU), sovereign funds and capital decline, remittances significant fall,
and foreign direct investment shrinkage. Along with the demand of political freedoms and of dignity, late 2010 food and energy price crisis triggered the riots that ignited the Arab Spring. As for the oil-rich countries in the region, buying social peace at the price of massive consumer subsidies may become increasingly unsustainable in states such as Oman, Iran, and Bahrain as well as, in the mid-to the long-term, in Algeria, Kuwait, UAE, Saudi Arabia, and Qatar.

The geopolitical dimension of the region is also being affected in a transformative way. Located in one of the world’s most important trade routes and hosting more than 50 percent of the world conventional oil reserves (42 percent of conventional gas reserves), the MENA region represents the southern periphery of the European Union, with implications to its border security—concerns go from international crime and smuggling, illegal immigration, and terrorism. Persistent instability in the region means increased volatility in international trade and oil supply routes and prices, population pressure, and potential violence spill over.

With regional stability and security of supply at risk, the MENA’s geostrategic dimension is central not only to the West, but to the Asia-Pacific powers that are already the dominant importers of oil and gas from the region: their interests in handling the problems in the region are shockingly missing. Iran’s nuclear ambitions, even if the newly elected president seems more compromising, are of principal concern for both Israel and the West.

Additionally, the current US initiative to revive the moribund Oslo Peace Process has little prospect of success, as positions are shifting within Israel’s Arab neighbors public opinion, not least as a consequence of the political rise of the Muslim Brotherhood and Israel’s immovable denial of concessions combined to block progress on achieving long-term solutions.

Furthermore, we are witnessing a fluid realignment of regional powers following events in Tunisia, Libya, Egypt, and in Syria. The Shi’a vs. Sunni divide and its political manipulation is at play, adding further complexity to the alignment of states within the region and with their foreign patrons. Turkey and Saudi Arabia, for instance, both old and strong Western allies, are holding very different positions in a number of hot issues. Qatar appears to have an agenda of its own, whilst Iraq’s post-war sores remain wide open, casting a long shadow over the whole region.

**CONCLUSION**

The MENA region is undergoing profound transformation whose pace and logic go well beyond the traditional international instruments available, whereas the classic external powers are losing their pre-eminence and capacity to shape events. Even though a last assault of classic power game seems to take place between the US and Russia in Syria, events seem quite out of control even for those big players.

Furthermore, establishing democracy—allegedly the ultimate goal of the Arab Spring movements—is a long and often painful process: separation of powers, respect of minorities, and independent institutions must be guaranteed by new political players and inexperienced authorities that have to deliver to the people prospects of economic progress, overall security, and social peace.
“Powerlessness” is the name of the game when the UN, the Arab League, the African Union, or the Gulf Cooperation Council is confronted with the brutal reality of civil war, be it in Libya, Egypt, Yemen or Syria. These institutions are not powerful enough to implement decisions and enforce agreements. Ad hoc solutions should be brokered, while regional and global organizations will have to play an institutional role by providing the international legal framework, but will have very little real influence in the field.

Reality today is that identifying reliable and stable interlocutors able to implement policies and enforce agreements has become a daily nightmare. While efforts of working with civil society organizations and NGOs have had poor returns and most of foreign aid has been suspended, backroom deals will have to fill the gap until stability is regained and a new status quo is put in place.

The prospects are, though, that the undergoing complete reshuffling of the geopolitical and geostrategic landscape will most probably not fulfill Western expectations. And yet, the long-term question remains unanswered: will the new Arab order that will eventually emerge from the revolution be capable of providing economic prosperity and a better, open future to its children? At this particular moment in history, nothing seems more uncertain than that.
The EU and the Egyptian Crisis: The Rocky Road Ahead

Nathalie Tocci
Institute of International Affairs

THE DOMESTIC SCENE: POSITIONS AND STRATEGIES OF THE PARTIES:

Without belittling the shades and tensions within the various groups, the Egyptian political scene can be characterized by two groups with “winner takes it all” approaches—the military and the Islamists—and a third—liberal—group that is in principle committed to pluralism but that, in view of its minority predicament, has pursued its agenda in alliance with one or the other majority group, both of which have espoused undemocratic practices. Be it out of ideology or interest, neither the Muslim Brotherhood (MB) nor the military have demonstrated a commitment to the democratic process. The MB’s year in power may be insufficient for anyone to safely conclude that their rule would have transformed Egypt into a theocratic state. But that year in power, and particularly the November 2012 – July 2013 period, suggests that the MB had espoused a majoritarian understanding of the democratic process, assuming that electoral victory legitimized their attempt to monopolize the state and determine unilaterally its constitution and policies, without meaningfully engaging with political minorities. The military never rescinded its grip on state (and economic) power, which had been largely safeguarded by the MB in what had been a tacit alliance between the two up until the summer. In view of the mass mobilization against the MB in July, the military currently feels legitimized to pursue its own “winner takes it all” strategy by attempting a political wipeout of the MB. To that end, it is resurrecting the age-old narrative linking the Muslim Brotherhood to international terrorism and portraying it as a major national security threat. While the military has committed to return to the barracks in 6-9 months, it views itself as the guardian of the state, with the right and duty to step in and out of politics as need may be and steer the transition process behind the scenes. Liberals, still depressingly disorganized, have played the minority game (despite what may be widespread public support), switching alliances between the MB and the military. They turned against the former when they concluded that it was bent on controlling the state. What also gives the liberals leverage is the support of large part of public opinion for their claims and their capacity to mobilize people: they are a veto player. The conviction of the (few) liberals who still support the coup is that whereas they can steer the military-led process towards a democratic outcome, had the MB been allowed to rule, the outcome would have been undemocratic in both form and substance. This may be an illusion, as it is difficult to see the interim government that was formed in July as anything but a military-led cabinet with a civilian façade. At the same time, the military desperately needs civilian actors—the liberals today—to justify its rule in the eyes of the public. Whether liberals—inside and outside the regime—will successfully steer an undemocratic process into a democratic outcome is anyone’s guess. Signals—namely the new draft constitution—are not encouraging.
The Regional Context

- **The Syria-Egypt link:** The Egyptian crisis has influenced and been influenced by the Syrian civil war. Syria may well have been one of the triggers that induced the Egyptian military to turn its back on the Brotherhood, despite the political and economic power it had carved out for itself (in many respects enhanced by the 2012 MB-drawn constitution). President Morsi’s April rally in Cairo stadium calling for jihad in Syria may have been the straw that broke the camel’s back. On its side, the coup in Egypt has added to the turning of the tables in the Syrian civil war, already on course since the regime’s recapture of Qusair in June. The Egyptian military is not pro-Assad. However, it is far less sanguine than the MB in its opposition to it in view of its skepticism of the MB-dominated Syrian opposition and the risk that radical groups like the Al-Nusra Front may gain political relevance in a post-Assad scenario. Furthermore, divisions within the Sunni camp over the MB issue—with Turkey and Qatar on MB’s side, while the Egyptian interim government, Saudi Arabia and UAE against it—have reinforced the Damascus-Tehran-Hizbullah axis in the short term. A military strike on Syria could further endanger the fragile situation in Egypt.

- **The Egypt-Gulf link.** The Arab uprisings have taken successive turns over time. The initial revolutionary moment in 2011 included successful regime overthrows—Tunisia, Egypt and Libya—and aborted revolutions in Bahrain and Yemen. It was followed by elections in which the Muslim Brotherhood, in its Tunisian and Egyptian incarnations, successfully captured the revolutions through electoral politics benefiting from Qatari backing and a head-start as the most well organized opposition forces. The Egyptian coup marks a counter-revolutionary moment, in which the pro-stability axis, leveraging the Brotherhood’s inability to deliver notably in Egypt, has won the upper hand through the Saudi-Emirati-Kuwaiti backed coup in Egypt and the reassertion of Saudi influence within the Syrian opposition. Some view this third phase as a replacement of Qatari with Saudi dominance, going as far as questioning the political survival of Qatar itself. Rather than a replacement of one by the other, what is more relevant is the convergence between the two following the succession in Qatar. The broader transnational implications of this third counterrevolutionary phase regard the evolution of political Islam. Islamists in and outside the Brotherhood have seen the writing on the wall: Algeria 1991, Palestine 2006, Egypt 2013. Islamists dabbled with democracy, won elections, but were forcibly ousted from power. Hardliners (both within the MB and beyond it amongst Salafist groups) have been vindicated: democracy does not work for them. Best to redirect political strategies elsewhere. What could be the alternatives? In the current state of disarray no clear strategies have emerged yet. But three possible radicalization options may be a return to violence, the sabotaging of domestic political orders through extra-legal means and the withdrawal from politics and return to the social arena.

- **Iran.** Within the broader regional picture, Iran is far less revisionist than the Arab Gulf. Its policies towards Egypt and Syria are telling. Particularly under the current leadership, the strategy is one of seeking inclusion for the sake of political survival. The challenge lies in finding an opportunity for it. Possible options in this respect could revolve around Syria and the chemical weapons regime. Were a CW initiative to take off in the context of the G20 and be
eventually enlarged to other states, including Iran, an opportunity for inclusion could emerge. On this and eventually on the nuclear file, the ultimate objective is a direct US-Iranian engagement. But Europe is the only possible path-breaker towards that end and could create a contact group, eventually inviting the US to join. Saudi Arabia needs to be included in any engagement with Iran, while Russia’s eagerness to play a mediating role may also offer some diplomatic opportunities.

THE EUROPEAN RESPONSE

The European hunch is that a democratic—let alone peaceful—outcome is unlikely to blossom from an undemocratic process marked by repression and violence. This assumption underpinned EU Special Representative Leon Gros’ heroic—but perhaps belated—reconciliation effort in the summer. That effort has failed. Neither side—or particularly the military—is currently interested in reconciliation. Their calculation seems to be that violent repression holds the double promise of weakening the MB (by eliminating its leadership and casting the organization in a state of disarray) and inciting a manageable level of Brotherhood violent backlash that would raise the military’s domestic and, above all, international support (i.e. triggering a “we told you so” effect). Mediating reconciliation, while preferable, does not appear to be a viable option. The alternative is to engage in the Egyptian transition on its own terms: engaging with the military-led roadmap. The roadmap is essentially a timeline. This may be problematic in its own right—e.g. is it reasonable to expect a constitution that marks a meaningful improvement from its 1971 and 2012 precedents to be drawn up in a few months? But above all, it is a roadmap bereft of substance. The roadmap tells us when a constitution should be drawn up by and when elections should be held. But it is silent on the actual content of how these defining political acts would take place and what the rules of the game would be. Engaging in the military-led transition—as the only viable second best option at the moment—would thus mean adding the meat onto the roadmap’s skeleton: the principles and benchmarks, i.e. the constitution and the institutional setting, that may reduce the prospects for what is currently an undemocratic process to predictably end up in an undemocratic outcome.

HOW TO ENGAGE IN THE EGYPTIAN ROADMAP?

- **Negative conditionality.** The EU flirted momentarily with the idea of punishing the Egyptian regime by withdrawing the benefits already delivered to it. Talk of suspending the association agreement was aired immediately after the crackdown. The idea of sanctioning Egypt was rather rapidly dismissed. Not only was the association agreement negotiated and signed with the Mubarak regime, of which the current regime is to all extents and purposes a continuation. But also sanctioning Egypt would risk alienating Egypt in its current hyper-nationalistic mood, would run counter to European trade interests, and would be in stark contrast with any engagement strategy. However, in light of the current crackdown, business as usual risks undermining the EU’s credibility: the proverbial barking dog that never bites.
Positive conditionality. The compromise consensus is that of withholding the additional benefits promised to post-2011 Egypt in the context of the “more for more” revision of the European Neighborhood Policy. Concretely, we’re talking of the withholding of an additional €800 million, and the eventual withholding of the next financial package covering 2014-2017 (approximately €900 million for the three year period). Cynics are quick to point out the irrelevance of EU assistance when compared to the $1.3 billion of US military assistance, let alone the $12 billion Saudi-Emirati-Kuwaiti aid package. But numbers do not amount to the full picture. No less important is the quality of assistance, its actual implementation (if possible in coordination with the US to strengthen the leverage of both actors) as well as its political significance. Beyond political rhetoric, relations with Europe may be valued at a time in which American credibility is dismally low amongst all Egyptian groups, and the Egyptian military and business elites may not want to put all their eggs in the Saudi/Emirati/Kuwaiti basket. Limited as the EU’s influence may be, conditioning the more for more offer to a series of benchmarks and principles for the Egyptian roadmap, especially in the field of constitution and institution building, seems to be the only possible way forward. The Egyptian transition will be led primarily by domestic actors but through its conditional engagement and standard-setting role the EU can aspire to strengthen the bargaining hand of liberals in and out of the cabinet, as well as induce them to espouse the need for broader political participation (and hence, reconciliation with the MB).
The BRICS: What Contribution Do They Give to Global Governance?

Giovanni Grevi  
Foundation for International Relations and Foreign Dialogue

Global governance is entering uncharted territory because of the conflation of three variables. First, the progressive erosion of the hegemonic position of incumbent powers, namely the United States and European countries, which have by and large shaped the normative parameters and institutional foundations of multilateral cooperation. Second, the fact that a range of large or very large powers with different conceptions of the global order not only co-exist but are also bound by ever deepening interdependence, and associated vulnerabilities. Besides, the global stage is witnessing a proliferation of influential non-state actors that bring ideas and resources but also create challenges of coherence and coordination of separate initiatives and agendas. Third, the issues that collective action is supposed to manage are a moving target, requiring institutional flexibility in response. They take different shapes depending on their multiple interconnections, such as the many potential implications of climate change for food security, energy security, human development and refugees or migrant flows, among other matters.

In this challenging context, the distinction between advanced and emerging countries or incumbent and rising powers is surely relevant, but should be put in perspective when it comes to contributing to global governance. In general terms, all major state actors share three features. First, they have an interest in the preservation of a functioning and open international system, upon which their prosperity and security are predicated. Second, they are tentatively seeking to position themselves in a changing political and governance landscape by debating institutional reforms, testing different partnerships, forming coalitions, and experimenting with light governance mechanisms such as the mutual assessment of respective policies. Third, most if not all large powers are actually rather fragile ones, bent on addressing serious domestic problems which, in turn, delimit their political investment, bargaining space, and resources available for multilateral negotiations and collective action. Of these resources, perhaps the scarcest is trust in respective motivations and designs. Confidence-building will be a strategic enabler of global governance.

What the BRICS countries seem to have in common is little trust in the current shape of the global order, which they perceive as skewed to the advantage of ‘the West.’ This is, in part, a heritage of their (diverse) historical experiences, in part, a rhetorical argument and, in part, the result of the actual discrepancy between their respective positions in international institutions and the changing distribution of power and influence in the international system. The BRICS also share an emphasis on the prerogatives of sovereignty and the principle of non-interference in domestic affairs. What is distinctive about this position is not so much the importance attached to national agenda-setting autonomy and national interests, but the defensive and sometimes even resentful tone of their discourse. To some extent, this is also a manifestation of the deeper unease of the BRICS, and notably China, with the prospect to overcome differences through common principles and rules, as the Europeans tend to
favour, as opposed to recognising and simply managing diversity, whether of political systems or economic models.

Given these premises, it is noteworthy that the BRICS have pursued a strategy of insertion in the international order and not of diversion from it. Assessing their contribution to global governance requires not only taking stock of current affairs, but also turning to the not so distant past. While Russia is a case of its own as it seeks to recover its great power status, since the end of the Cold War the pattern of the so-called BICS has been one of progressive engagement in the multilateral system and of relative convergence, from trade rules to cooperation on trans-national threats.

The BRICS are often regarded as revisionist powers bent to challenge current norms and regimes, with advanced countries keen on preserving the status quo and their related privileges. In fact, this assessment needs nuancing. The BRICS do question the current arrangements in international financial institutions and in the United Nations Security Council (UNSC) as well as, for example, the role of the US dollar in the international monetary system. However, they take a largely conservative approach to other aspects of governance innovation, including stronger verification procedures under the climate change or non-proliferation regimes, new deals with considerable distributional implications such as on CO2 emissions’ reduction targets and emerging norms such as the responsibility to protect (R2P). In short, the BRICS could be defined as selectively reformist. Conversely, incumbent powers are broadly cautious when it comes to reforming multilateral bodies but have proven more entrepreneurial, while not always in agreement, in seeking to update some of the norms and frameworks for cooperation, from the International Criminal Court (ICC) to the Nuclear Security Summit (NSS). Besides, they have sought to actively co-opt the BRICS not only by launching the G20 at leaders’ level, but also by deepening engagement through the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD).

Surely, the fact that the BRICS have so far chosen to operate broadly within the system and not out of it does not mean that this will be the case in the future. Besides, their growing prominence in global bodies and inclusion in the top clubs, from the new Quad to the G20, is one of the reasons why multilateral decision-making has become harder. There are more players and less like-mindedness, or familiarity, among them. However, this is not a transient phenomenon: the alternative to co-shaping global governance among un-like-minded partners through mutual adjustment, and concessions, is probably the sidelining or demise of the multilateral order.

The question is whether negotiations will produce new shared agendas, or parallel and competing ones. This applies for example to development issues and related institutions. So-called new donors such as China, India and Brazil have not subscribed to OECD DAC rules and conditionality, and have emphasised the importance of kick-starting growth through developing infrastructure or offering better terms for trade to less developed countries. While the G20 has launched a working group on development with a view to working out new approaches, the BRICS have announced the establishment of a BRICS development bank. The project remains rather vaguely defined. Much remains to be decided concerning its capital and scope for intervention and whether it goes beyond the BRICS countries or
not. While presented as a supplement to the efforts of other organisations such as the World Bank (WB), there is a risk that the envisaged BRICS development bank becomes an instance of competing multilateralism over time. Like this project, the establishment of a BRICS financial safety net by pooling $100 billion of foreign currency reserves reveals an ambivalent attitude by the BRICS towards the WB and the International Monetary Fund (IMF). For one, these countries aim to lock their enhanced influence within these institutions. For another, they remain uncomfortable with their ways and norms, and perceived political bias, and they take (so far very small) steps towards creating alternative platforms for cooperation.

And yet, at a time of prolonged economic crisis in many advanced countries, the growing resources of the BRICS countries are going to be in increasing demand, whether for development finance or to strengthen the lending instruments of the IMF. This also applies to the contribution of the BRICS to international security. The BRICS stress the centrality of the UN system in this domain, notably concerning the UNSC authorisation for the legitimate use of force. While India has always been a major contributor to peacekeeping operations, China, Brazil and South Africa have expanded their personnel serving in UN missions. In 2012, India deployed over 8,000 troops and police with the UN, Brazil almost 2,500, and China and South Africa in the range of 2,000. These may not be major contributions but signal a new engagement, which is also part of the case that countries like Brazil and South Africa are building to acquire permanent membership of the UNSC. In financial terms, however, the contribution of the BRICS to the UN peacekeeping budget (aside from China with 4% and Russia with 2%) is very small (around 0.3% for Brazil, 0.1% for India and 0.07% for South Africa).

Issues related to so-called humanitarian interventions have, of course, proven very controversial, and not only along a ‘West vs. the rest’ divide. While South Africa voted in favour of UNSC resolution 1973 on the use of force in Libya, the other BRICS abstained (thereby enabling the adoption of the resolution) and all of them forcefully complained following the implementation of the NATO military campaign. Russia and China are opposing the prospect of military intervention in Syria. The application of the principle of responsibility to protect is one of the most divisive issues on the international agenda, as it touches upon the use of force and national sovereignty. On the other hand, the BRICS are not outright opposed to the use of force to protect civilian populations, as the adoption of UNSC resolution 1975 on Ivory Coast in 2011 showed. The Brazilian initiative to complement the R2P framework with guidelines on the ‘responsibility while protecting’ has received an overall cold reception from the US and European countries, and has not gained the support of fellow BRICS either, with the exception of South Africa. However, it represents an interesting attempt to promote a debate to bridge normative gaps.

With a view to the future, it is unclear whether the BRICS will cement into a coherent platform for international cooperation. And whether that would contribute to the current global order or detract from it. The extent to which existing institutions will be reformed, making more space for emerging powers, will be an important variable in this context, as it would remove one of the major claims binding the BRICS together. As such, however, enhancing the position of BRICS in top decision-making bodies would not ensure a convergence of their agendas with those of incumbent powers. Rather, it could be
the growing global reach of countries such as China, India and Brazil—and their consequent exposure to instability and risks—that might create scope for more collective action in dealing with, for example, fragile states or threats like piracy and illicit trafficking. For example, China and India are set to become the largest importers of oil from the Middle East in the coming years.

Yet another important variable concerns convergence or divergence within the BRICS group itself. Given their diverse political regimes, threat perceptions (let alone geopolitical rivalry between India and China) and economic prospects, the interests of each country within the BRICS group are likely to align differently depending on the issues at stake. That has already been largely the case, for example in the context of the G20 on currency issues. Some of the BRICS, in particular Brazil, are for their part building a niche role as mediators between different agendas, for example in the field of climate change. Overall, it seems unlikely that the BRICS will become a bloc. Instead, it is probable that the respective contribution of these countries to governance mechanisms, including shaping new ones, will grow selectively. This contribution would be driven by their national priorities and having to increasingly depend on the resilience of the international system.
The BRICS: What Contribution Do They Make to Global Governance?

Catherine Grant-Makokera
South African Institute of International Affairs

BRICS OBJECTIVES

South Africa hosted the fifth BRICS summit in March 2013. This was an opportunity for the newest member of this group to cement its role in the political club of emerging economies that includes Brazil, Russia, India and China as well. Economically, South Africa is not a BRIC. But Goldman Sachs or Jim O’Neill’s famous marketing brand does not apply to the world of economic diplomacy, with its strong political undertones. Politically, South Africa punches far above its weight in various global governance forums, from the WTO, to the UNFCCC and the G20. Cooperation in these forums and engagement in global governance issues more broadly is taken to be the raison d’être for BRICS.

Beyond the bilateral relationships between China and the other members of the BRICS, there are limited commercialties that bring the countries together. There is also no common geography like those that link other regional based groupings. The primary goal of the BRICS is to ensure stronger representation of the views of developing countries in global governance structures in line with the growing importance of these economies. There is no doubt that the BRICS matter—the group accounts for 40 percent of the world’s population, 25 percent of its landmass, 20 percent of GDP and over 40 percent of global foreign exchange reserves. It provides an important counter-point to the traditional western powers.

DIVERSITY VS. COMMON AGENDA

The group is a diverse one with different interests and therefore it will take some time to define a common agenda that goes beyond generalities. In the short- to medium-term the focus is likely to be on mutual learning between the members. Any external agenda of the BRICS needs to be strongly rooted in the common problems of the members including high levels of inequality and large numbers of people living in poverty.

Despite some of these overarching common socio-economic challenges, the BRICS individually have divergent economic and political interests. Those differences are probably sharpest in the political terrain, especially the relationship of each state to its citizens. This ‘democracy question’ sharply distinguishes the BRICS from its main counter-poise in the global environment, the countries that constitute the G7. That western formation does share democratic credentials and broadly liberal philosophies, which lends the group a degree of coherence not available to the BRICS for the foreseeable future.

However, democracy is not at the core of economic diplomacy; the cold calculus of economic interest is. Here different economic interests amongst the BRICS will constrain, perhaps sharply, the possibilities
for coordinated action amongst them. Therefore it will take time to build a minimum common agenda, much as it took the G7 decades to achieve relative coherence. It can be expected that there will be significant time and resources spent on the internal agenda of the BRICS in the short to medium term. This 'getting to know you' phase or courtship is important and will pay its own dividends with a greater understanding possible among these important countries on a wide range of political, economic and social issues.

**MUTUAL LEARNING**

In order to build this agenda, it is critical for the BRICS countries to engage in mutual learning. Three components currently seem particularly relevant. First, they must engage substantively on their varying approaches to economic development, and specifically the balance accorded to markets versus the state. Each country can learn lessons, particularly about the challenges of implementing market reforms and balancing economic development priorities. And at the same time they could figure out what they can cooperate on internationally, and what they are going to be best placed to pursued unilaterally or at a bilateral level.

Second, they need to adopt a strong trade facilitation focus. There is much mutual interest in their respective business communities in using the leverage afforded by the forum to cut trade and investment deals. The BRICS discussion should focus on the nitty-gritty of trade and investment barriers that inhibit business ties amongst them, whilst raising mutual awareness in each other's business communities of the opportunities. This is particularly the case if the linkages between the BRICS are to move beyond simply a hub and spoke pattern with China at the center and limited activity among the other members. However, this trade agenda should not extend to negotiating a formal, tariff reducing trade agreement. That would be a major distraction from focusing on the barriers that matter and which are relatively easy to deal with, such as visas or customs procedures.

Third, they should continue to deepen their discussions about financial cooperation, such as using each other's currencies in trade settlement and linking their stock exchanges where it makes sense to do so. This connects strongly to the trade and investment facilitation agenda. Some progress has already been made but the test now is to see implementation of agreements that have been signed.

**EXTERNAL AGENDA**

The BRICS external agenda should remain firmly focused on global economic governance. The process of mutual learning will greatly help to delimit the comparative advantage of the BRICS process in relation to other possible alliances designed to influence global economic governance. An analysis of the BRICS declarations made to date demonstrates that there is extremely broad coverage of issues and many mentions of global governance matters and institutions. The United Nations is the most widely referred to global institution in BRICS statements. This is in line with one of the initial BRICS priorities being Security Council reform and reflects the importance placed on multilateralism by members of the BRICS.
BRICS priorities are showing signs of shifting to include global economic governance fora such as the G20, WTO and Bretton Woods institutions. The BRICS Finance Ministers have been an active part of the group and their engagement has shown the potential for concrete outcomes, including the work underway to establish a BRICS Development Bank and the contingent reserve arrangement that was agreed to at the Durban Summit in March 2013. BRICS Finance Ministers now regularly caucus in the margins of the World Bank, IMF and G20 meetings. There have not yet been significant examples of common positions emerging from such interactions but there is some value in information sharing that will contribute to the momentum behind the BRICS.

The potential benefits of stronger BRICS engagement on global governance issues include:

- Rebalancing the debate and strengthening the involvement of developing countries especially on issues where they have traditionally been rule-takers, such as trade and financial regulation.
- BRICS economies have direct experience of many of the key development challenges of the 21st century, including on an extremely large scale in the cases of India and China. This should allow them to participate in global debates from a position that reflects more broadly the concerns of the developing world.
- Significant resources and capacity are required to actively participate in global governance debates as the agenda seems to be ever expanding and all encompassing. BRICS countries acting as a group have a better chance of being able to follow and influence these discussions. Such a group provides the chance to share information and also the burden of participation.
- BRICS countries are strong proponents of multilateralism and therefore they have indicated that they will continue to provide ideas and positions for mandating by relevant institutions where appropriate.

It goes without saying that there are significant challenges to realizing this potential. There are those that need to be overcome by all kinds of diplomatic clubs and some which are inherent within the BRICS structure. They include finding a balance between pursuing national interests and common objectives—in other words, overcoming diversity of positions in order to develop a shared approach that can inform an external agenda. Beyond national concerns, BRICS members also have existing commitments to other coalitions and regional groupings. For example, in the case of South Africa there has been a stated objective to ensure that its membership of BRICS is complementary and supportive of the African development agenda. This is not an easy proposition given the existing levels of engagement by other BRICS members in the African continent.

**CONCLUSION**

Membership in the BRICS has opened up expanded possibilities for engaging on global governance issues for policymakers in Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa. However, it is important that a clear view is maintained of which forums are suited for which purposes. Throwing everything into the BRICS because it has the political potential to take on the G7 may not be the wisest strategy. On some occasions, it may make sense to ally with certain G7 countries if that would advance the individual country’s national interest. In other words, pragmatism, not ideology, should be the guidepost. The process of mutual learning will greatly help to delimit the comparative advantage of the BRICS process in relation to other possible alliances designed to influence global governance. The BRICS is a collective
of individual, huge, countries. Bilateral relations among the members are likely to remain the dominant axis for pursuing interests at least in the short term.
BRICS and Global Economic Governance
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Together, the BRICS account for approximately a quarter of global GDP and 40 percent of the world’s population. This makes BRICS a growing influence on global economic governance. However, the recent slowdown of the BRICS’ economic growth is leading to fears concerning the sustained growth of emerging markets. Some negative commentary suggests that BRICS is losing its golden color. In my view, what has led to the current embarrassment of BRICS economies are not only their own structural problems, but also some long-term systemic factors and primarily the imbalance of global economic governance. Under the background of international financial crisis, BRICS countries are trying to find way out through cooperation. As member of BRICS, China values its identity as an emerging economy and a developing country by enhancing its contribution to the BRICS and South-South cooperation.

BRICS’ WEAK ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE

According to the IMF’s World Economic Outlook of July 2013, emerging country growth is expected to be 5 percent in 2013 and about 5½ percent in 2014, and growth in emerging market and developing economies is now expected to evolve at a more moderate pace, some ¼ percentage points slower than in April’s Outlook. Forecasts for the remaining BRICs have been revised down as well, by ¼ to ¾ percentage points. In China, growth will average 7¾ percent in 2013-14, ¼ and ½ percentage points lower in 2013 and 2014, respectively, than previously forecast.

As for China, its average growth rate in the past 30 plus years has been around 9.5 percent, while currently it has slowed to around 7 percent. Although 7 percent growth is not exactly slow, it is substantially lower than its historical performance. Due to huge resource demand from China, the deceleration of Chinese economy will decrease its imports, so China’s economic slowdown will spill over to its emerging market partners. At the same time, the demand from developed market has decreased, which has influenced emerging countries’ exports as a whole.

The reasons for the BRICS’ economic slowdown are rather complicated. One of the key reasons stems from developed countries’ monetary policies. Central banks in the US, EU, and Japan have been responsible for adopting quantitative easing in last two years and have started withdrawing from “easy money” policies, sparking “global currency wars” and creating “financial turbulence” in emerging markets. Hot money has run away from emerging markets and devalues their currencies in the short term. Thing leads to inflation and to shrinking investment. For example, India and Brazil have recently experienced steep sell-offs in their currencies. In short, global financial stability is at risk as central banks of the US draw back from ultra-easy policies that have flooded the world with cash, because emerging markets lack defenses to prevent potentially huge capital outflows.
**BRICS’ Disadvantaged Position in Global Economic Governance**

With rapid economic growth and increasing middle classes, BRICS nations are on their way to changing the political and economic map of global economic governance. However, the reform of imbalanced global economic governance still lags behind the reality, especially in terms of international economic institutions and international monetary system.

The Bretton Woods regime—the World Bank and International Monetary Fund—have some inherent shortcomings in their design. The decision-making mechanisms in the WB and IMF are unfairly dominated by a few countries. Due to the financial crisis, the World Bank and IMF carried out a number of reforms, but the US still enjoys its hegemonic status. Until today, the voting reform hasn’t received legal confirmation from its largest member. In addition, the mechanism for selecting senior managers in these institutions is not transparent and lacks the standard criteria and any measure of bureaucratic process. It is commonly accepted that the president of WB will be an American national, and the same is true of the IMF head being a European.

Concern and doubt over the current international monetary system exist in three main areas: Firstly, the US dollar remains the major international reserve currency, and the diversification of international reserve currencies is a slow process. The US dollar currently makes up 60 percent of all international reserve assets. Secondly, the frequent and large fluctuation in exchange rates of the major international currency, i.e. the US dollar, Euro, Japanese Yen have negative impacts on the world economy, and in emerging countries that endure huge pressure in keeping their exchange rate stable. Thirdly, the speed of international capital flows are becoming faster and more volatile, igniting shocks in emerging market.

Due to the unfair international currency system, emerging markets are vulnerable. So recently the rapid devaluation of the currencies of India, Brazil, Turkey and Indonesia etc. is not a short term problem. They represent a long-term and systemic problem.

**BRICS Seeks to Cooperate**

Given their position as one of the engines for global growth, BRICS leaders have come together to demand a greater voice on the world stage. Although the five countries represent divergent political and economic systems and are often competing instead of cooperating, they still call for the reform of global economic governance under the framework of BRICS and G20. The five countries have emphasized “continue further expanding and deepening economic, trade and investment cooperation” between one another during past summits.

The final document of the fifth summit in South Africa outlined the importance of cementing the BRICS alliance further and declared, “we aim at progressively developing BRICS into a full-fledged mechanism of current and long-term coordination on a wide range of key issues of the world economy and politics,” adding that today’s global governance architecture is run by institutions that were established during a different era.
BRICS countries agreed to establish a development bank; however the details need further discussion and coordination. The BRICS Development Bank is aimed to resources for infrastructure and sustainable development projects in emerging economies and developing countries. Establishing the BRICS Development Bank is a concrete step for deeper cooperation among the five countries. The bank will help BRICS countries absorb financial risks and provide support for the development of African countries, in particular. The planned development bank is feasible and would supplement the existing efforts of multilateral and regional financial institutions for global growth and development, and stand for the developing world in their trying to reform the unfair international development aid system.

To reduce dependence on the IMF in a crisis, the five-member group agreed to establish foreign-exchange reserve pool and currency-swap arrangements aimed at ensuring financial stability and dealing with any short-term liquidity problems that might arise. On August 27, Yi Gang, vice president of China’s central bank said that the BRICS foreign-exchange reserve pool will launch soon, the size of the reserve pool will be 100 billion US dollar, and that China will contribute the largest share. It is timely measures for BRICS members who face the short-term liquidity problem.

**CHINESE ROLE IN BRICS**

China acts as an equal and close development partner in BRICS, not only in trade but also in investment, foreign aid, and other broader development areas. China shares common ground with other emerging economies, especially in the pursuit of a new international economic order and the democratization of international relations. China devotes to increase BRICS’ collective voice in global economic governance. In China’s view, this momentum would democratize international relations by offering developing counties a greater voice. During the fifth BRICS summit, Chinese President Xi Jinping emphasized the importance of global partnerships and urged countries to promote cooperation on issues including the economy, trade, finance, infrastructure building, and people-to-people exchanges. President Xi Jinping said, “no matter how the reform of global governance may unfold, we should always take an active and constructive role in the process and make the international order more just and equitable so as to provide institutional safeguards for world peace and stability.”

China values its identity as an emerging economy and a developing country by enhancing its contribution to the BRICS and South-South cooperation. China has become Africa’s largest trade partner, and Africa is now China’s major import source, second largest overseas construction project contract market, and fourth largest investment destination. In China’s view, the poor economic basis and insufficient construction capital have always been the factors limiting the development of African countries. So Chinese government encourages and supports enterprises and financial institutions to increase investment in Africa, striving to improve the quality and level of China-Africa cooperation. According to the white paper on “China-Africa Economic and Trade Cooperation,” published on August 29, 2013, Africa has seen a decrease of foreign direct investment since 2009, but an accelerated growth of direct investment from China during this same period. From 2009 to 2012, China’s direct investment in Africa increased from $1.44 billion to $2.52 billion, with an annual growth rate of 20.5 percent. Over the same period, China’s accumulative direct investment in Africa increased from $9.33 billion to $21.23 billion, 2.3 times the 2009 figure. The rapid growth of China’s direct investment in
Africa is indicative of Africa’s development potential and investment appeal, and also points to the mutually beneficial nature of China-Africa cooperation.

China wants to play a constructive role in global economic governance. BRICS is an important mechanism for China to participate in global economic governance. But it is still in early stage for BRICS’ cooperation compared with the G7. In G20, G7 is a very mature bloc in shaping agendas and regulation making. The BRICS’ voice in G20 is rather scattered, mainly stressing some principles while initiating few concrete common policies. For China and its BRICS partners, they should do more to shape international economic agendas and reinforce research cooperation among their think tanks, which is the basis for BRICS engaging in global economic governance.
Future of Global Governance within the Context of EU-Russia Relations: The Geopolitics of Energy Resources
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INTRODUCTION

Global governance is increasingly becoming more challenging than ever before, essentially, on the one hand, because of emerging challenges to the leadership of the Western world, and particularly to the United States and, on the other hand, because of the threat to the sustainability of European leadership. Explained differently, global governance has been largely defined by the West in the last century but that leadership is being threatened by various economic factors, such as energy resources. In this regard, oil and gas not only occupy a critical place in the foreign policy of the EU but also particularly in the relationship between the European Union (EU) and Russia.

For instance, in 2008, seven Member States of the EU (Bulgaria, Estonia, Finland, Latvia, Lithuania, Romania and Slovakia) were dependent on Russian gas supply to the tune of 100 percent. Greece and Hungary depended on Russia to the tune of 84 percent and 81 percent respectively while Austria and Czech Republic accounted for 70 percent and 76 percent. While the percentage of total gas import from Russia for some countries was nil (Cyprus, Denmark, Ireland, Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Sweden and United Kingdom), import of Russian gas by France (23 percent), Italy (36 percent), Germany (57 percent) and Belgium (8 percent) is equally noteworthy. Thus, to a reasonable extent, the EU depends on Russia for gas supply and this dependence has been a major source of political and economic concern.

Since the mid-2000, the question of energy security in Europe has been a top priority among the Member States of the European Union, especially because the international developments in the energy sector had led many Member States to feel threatened. Access to oil and gas in the Middle East is increasingly hampered by the political instability and insecurity in the region. Russia is also stymieing Europe's efforts to erect alternative pipelines that would give it access to oil and gas and reduce its dependency on Moscow. The European Union market-based or liberalization of its energy policy does not guarantee Member States access to oil and gas outside their traditional partners. This situation compels the need for the EU’s consideration of combining the liberalization policy with a geopolitical approach, or even resorting exclusively to the geopolitical strategy in order to guarantee its Member States energy security. The choice between these considerations is the focus of this presentation.

Some basic questions are specifically required to be addressed for the purposes of the Conference’s Session Five on ‘The Geopolitics of Energy: The European Case': what are the primary objectives of the EU’s energy security policy? How are changes in the global energy dimension… affecting the EU? Is the EU-Russia energy relationship becoming more or less balanced? Is Europe successfully meeting its climate change goals with renewable energy? Apart from these questions, it is useful to also ask if there
can be any good global governance in which Europe will be actively involved without Africa. What really is the place of Africa in the geo-politics of energy?

In addressing these questions, it is useful, grosso modo, to put the analyses not only within the context of the geo-politics of energy in Europe, but also, more interestingly, at the level of the energy relations between Russia and the EU.

**GEOPOLITICS OF ENERGY IN EUROPE**

One major problem on which the geopolitics of energy in Europe is largely predicated is the fear of the unknown at the level of the attitudinal disposition of Russia towards the EU. True enough, the EU wants to relate with Russia on the basis of its cherished democratic values largely predicated on market-based or liberal principles, with the ultimate objective of ensuring alternative sources of energy supply. However, there is nothing to suggest that the same fear of uncertainties at the level of Russia cannot exist at the level of the new energy sources.

Against this possibility, Europe is confronted with a choice between a market-based approach and a geopolitical approach, or even a combination of both in its energy policy. There are benefits in the market-based liberalization approach to energy security, but Europe may, however, be better off combining the geopolitical approach with the market-based approach to energy problems. The reason is that the geopolitical approach is essential to guarantee the security of Europe’s energy supplies pressure, as well as contain likely threats and sanctions from Russia. Energy security is not only assured in this postmodern era with the buyers and sellers market mechanism, but also with the involvement of geopolitics. In any case, the liberalism or market-based approach can only apply to EU partners and cannot assure EU member countries of supplies from non-members, which means that it is a limited option.

So, the geopolitics of energy in Europe is of very significant interest to all European countries, and this concern also includes the threat that Russia poses since the demise of the Soviet Union. It is for the importance of geopolitical considerations that the Russian President Putin described the dissolution of the Soviet Union as “the greatest geopolitical disaster of the (20th) century” and decided that the separation of Abkhazia and South Ossetia from Georgia must be upheld because of Georgia’s tilt towards the West.

Thus, as far as the international energy sector is concerned, and particularly the geopolitical calculations, Russia is determined not to let the United States have the entire Georgia with Abkhazia and South Ossetia because an independent Georgia is critical to the international flow of oil. As noted earlier, a pipeline for crude oil now runs from Baku in Azerbaijan, on the Caspian Sea, through Georgia to the Turkish Mediterranean coast. The link provides the West access to the energy resources of Central Asia. [And] if that access is cut, Western Europe would lose its alternative source of energy.

The foregoing is not only an illustration of the strategic importance of geopolitical consideration in the quest of energy, but also why it is important to develop the competence to employ the dual approach of market-based and geopolitical strategy in Europe. As such, the growing competition for global resources...
is affecting Europe to the extent that it is creating new consciousness about the imperative of employing geopolitical considerations in ensuring the availability and access to energy resources across the globe. Whereas political revolutions and sundry terrorism-related security problems are creating obstacles for Europe’s access to oil resources in the major supplier countries in the Middle East (Iraq and Iran for example) and South America (Venezuela for instance), Russia itself has started playing politics with energy resources. Since the second coming of President Putin, Russia, which ‘holds around 6 percent of the world’s oil and 23 percent of the world’s gas reserves,’ has demonstrated a willingness to use its energy resources as a political tool in pursuit of sundry interests. This is the reason why Europe needs the dual approach of market-based and geopolitical approaches to energy security.

DEALING WITH THE ISSUES RAISED:

What are the primary objectives of the EU’s Energy security policy?

The EU is one of the world’s leading importers of oil and gas. The untoward implication which such a high import dependence on external sources of supplies for this critical resource portends was brought to the fore by the oil crisis of 1973 and 1979 and, equally important, by the 2006 Russian-Ukrainian gas disputes. Since then, at the core of the values of the EU foreign and security policy has been the active pursuit of energy security defined by the European Commission as “the ability to ensure that future essential energy needs can be met, both by means of adequate domestic resources worked under economically acceptable conditions or maintained as strategic reserves, and by calling upon accessible and stable external sources supplemented where appropriate by strategic stocks’. Barton et al. elaborated further on some of the key indicators of energy security by suggesting that it is “a condition in which a nation and all, or most of its citizens and businesses, have access to sufficient energy resources at reasonable prices for the foreseeable future free from serious risk of major disruption of service.”

Against this backdrop, the primary objectives of the European Union’s energy security policy have clearly been to attain:

- Secured energy resource supply chains whilst guaranteeing the least possible likelihood of disruption delivery of network systems;
- The establishment of competitive internal energy markets;
- The development and deployment of innovative technology for the development of alternative as well as renewable energy sources and in the same vein, but pursuant to attaining sustainable levels of energy consumption;
- And the establishment of a very low-carbon economy by 2050.

How are changes in the global energy dimensions – shale gas revolution, growing competition for resources, political revolutions in and problems with supply countries—affecting the EU?

The global energy market is currently in a flux with immense potentials for disruptions given the momentous changes taking place across the broad spectrum of the supply chain, as well as the burgeoning demand from emerging global industrial complexes in China and other Asian countries. The political turmoil occasioned by the Arab Spring has also introduced additional dynamics into the supply
equation of major oil suppliers, including Libya, Algeria, Morocco, Tunisia, Egypt and Syria. The face-off between Iran and the West portends even further potential disruptions.

Already the EU’s dependence on Africa and the Middle East and on Russia for oil and gas supplies has been made even more tenuous not only by the unprecedented growth in its own energy demand profile but also by the fact that the increasing liberalization of the global energy sector has simultaneously intensified the extant competition posed to it by other countries and regions of the world.

Consequently, the EU is compelled to re-assess/forge new partnerships with the view to mitigate, if not completely overcome, its vulnerability in the energy sector. From the association with its Mediterranean and new eastern neighbors to the transatlantic cooperation with North America; from its strategic investment drives in emerging financial capitals of the Middle East to the development co-operation arrangements with the African, Caribbean and Pacific (ACP) group of countries (i.e. the Economic Partnership Agreement, EPA), EU energy security policies dovetails the critical reality in these countries in their capacity as key external energy suppliers to Europe.

Rising up to its energy security challenges (i.e. to the challenges of competitiveness, sustainability and cost effectiveness) dictates an increasing resort to EU wide—rather than parallel national—energy schemes. This, in itself, is throwing up external governance challenges for the EU as its energy security policies are thrust into the vortex of complex interdependencies as well as their concomitant institutional praxis.

Global energy changes are also impacting the EU in terms of compelling the revolutionizing of its technology for efficient production and use of renewable energy to meet with its set greenhouse emission reduction goals. This goal—attaining an 80 percent reduction of Greenhouse gas emission by 2050—is now also been actively canvassed and furthered by policies and targets that are deemed congenial to the establishment and sustenance of low carbon economies. These efforts notwithstanding, the realization of this goal is markedly dependent on the vicissitudes of economic growths and geopolitical developments, global energy price levels, market dynamics, the availability of natural resources the development of future technologies, the availability of natural resources, social change and public opinion.

In effect, global energy situations have presented simultaneous conditions of threats (from globalized competition) and opportunities (from wider market spaces) for diverse stake holders in the energy sector of the EU and its constituent states. This is having far reaching socio-economic implications for restructuring the sector at the home front.

In the same vein, energy sector reforms, growing capital investment in the oil and gas industry and the diffusion of shale gas technologies, as on-going beyond the shores of the EU, i.e. in other countries of the world, are also of critical interest to the EU.

Is the EU-Russia Energy Relationship becoming more or less balanced?

The degree of dependence on one another is about 50-50, but it has the potential to become detrimental to the EU in the foreseeable future. Russia actually supplied 55 percent of EU’s energy needs in 2008. As
projected by the International Energy Agency (IEA), the EU may import 84 percent of its energy needs in 2030. Even though the EU is giving the impression of goodness in regional integration, the EU is increasingly challenged by critical problems of migration. The increasing membership of the EU also implies an increase in consumption of energy resources, and therefore, increases in the degree of dependence on Russia. Besides, the EU demands for Russian energy resources are partly explained by the fact that internal European sources are on the path of depletion.

Another main reason is not only that supply is generally a function of demand in any trade relationship but particularly that the instrument for dependence is constant for both the EU and Russia. This constant factor is the pipeline which is the channel of gas supply. The fear of the unknown can be explained and understood in many ways. For instance, Russia has consciously and abruptly reduced energy supplies to Ukraine and Belarus in the past and the reduction has had adverse effects on the EU. Besides, Russia is not favorably disposed to western influence in Georgia, Abkhazia, and South Ossetia because of the crude oil pipeline running from Baku in Azerbaijan through Georgia to the Turkish Mediterranean coast. In this regard, if there is any disruption of supply, the EU may not have access to the energy resources of Central Asia.

High energy prices and the lack of spare capacity, particularly in the oil market, have made the global economy sensitive to energy disruption. Energy security, in terms of supply and stability of price (two key factors for economic strength and growth in industrialized and industrializing countries), is intertwining with geopolitics and international relations. Therefore, the need to ensure greater energy security and better regulation of energy supplies will turn energy policy into a much more politicized issue, as the energy relationship between the EU and Russia has portrayed. The EU–Russia economic relationship is, in reality, about oil and gas.

The European Union is almost 50 percent dependent on imports for its energy consumption. A large part of its oil and gas imports come from Russia. It is common knowledge that Russia and the European Union have an interdependent relationship in trade, energy and investment; however, it is often a source of tension and of course not balanced, as witnessed in a number of conflicting situations, including several cases of suspension of oil and natural gas deliveries, as well as various embargoes. The EU–Russia relations have remained in bad shape. The most prominent in the main being the misunderstanding arising in the last crises over oil and gas deliveries from Russia to Ukraine which triggered virulent criticism about Russian energy strategies and its abilities at being a safe supplier. Part of the problem of the EU–Russia energy relationship stems from the fact that countries in Europe prefer to deal with Russia on energy under the framework of the Union, instead of as individual countries. It is important to note here that in engaging Russia on energy, the EU does not have a single full-fledged energy policy. And as scholars opined, if the EU wants to arrive at a more balanced relationship with Russia, it needs to have a single full-fledged policy on energy with an internal market and an external approach. In fact, Europe should worry less about the exercise of a geopolitical strategy but more about Russia’s ability at reforming itself and being the right supplier for Europe’s 21st century.

Although, there have been many attempts at reviving this vital relationship as have been noticed at the launch of an energy dialogue, plans to build four ‘common spaces,’ promises of visa-free travel, or the start of negotiations on a comprehensive new cooperation treaty. For a robust relationship, it is
necessary that before the EU attempts yet another re-launch of its Russia policy, it should take stock of what works in favor of its existing relationship and what doesn’t.

Is Europe Successfully Meeting its Climate Change Goals with Renewable Energy?

Fighting climate change is a strategic priority for the European Union as it is working hard to substantially cut its greenhouse gas emissions and at the same time encouraging other countries and regions to cut emissions too. This is evident as the EU leaders have committed to transform Europe into an energy-efficient, low-carbon economy.

In 2007, Europe’s political leaders made another joint commitment in the area of climate policy. During Germany’s EU presidency in March 2007, they agreed to an EU Commission proposal dated January 2007 which sets out new climate protection goals for the EU. In January 2008, the European Commission presented a designed framework which is to help coordinate the individual mechanisms of the European climate policy and the 20-20-20 (known as “3x20”) targets.

During France’s EU presidency in July 2008, energy policy was set as one of the top priorities. The measures comprised commitments by the EU to reduce its total energy consumption by 20 per cent through increased energy efficiency, to reduce its total carbon emissions by 20 per cent and to increase the overall share of renewable energy in total EU energy to 20 per cent. In October 2008, the European Parliament approved the energy and climate policy with its final version agreed on by the European Council at the EU summit in December 2008.

Basically, the main focus is on the future form of the EU emissions trading system. This emission trading system encompasses around 50 percent of all greenhouse gases emitted in the EU. In other sectors like the agriculture or small industrial operators, an overall emissions reduction target of 10 percent by 2020 was also set. For the first time, binding targets for the use of renewable energies were also set. This states that, by 2020, renewable energies must make a 20 percent contribution to electricity and heat production with a parallel 20 percent drop in overall energy consumption. Since Member States have different energy mixes, economic wealth and capacity to act, the framework has also included mechanisms that will ensure a fair distribution of efforts between them. This framework is also complemented by the Energy 2020 Strategy that assesses the challenges and measures which will ensure that a competitive sustainable and secure energy system is in place.

Europe has also made successful efforts in reaching its 20 percent 2009/28/EC Directive on the promotion of the use of energy from renewable sources (referred to “RES Directive”) by 2020 with a renewable energy share of 13 percent in 2011. 21 Member States had already met, in 2011, the 2011/2012 interim targets set by the RES Directive with only six Member states needing to make additional efforts. In the renewable electricity sector (RES-E sector), 14 Member States overachieved the 2011 targets they had set in their National Renewable Energy Action Plans (NREAPs), while 13 underachieved them. In the renewable heating and cooling sector (RES-H&C sector), 23 Member States were above their 2011 NREAPs targets and just four Member States underachieved. Renewables in the transport sector (RES-T sector) have seen slower progress than in the former two sectors, with only nine Member States having reached or exceeded their NREAPs 2011 targets, and 18 having underperformed.
The EU is still a pioneer and role model when it comes to climate change and energy policy and is also the driver of international climate protection.

CONCLUDING REFLECTION: FUTURE OF AFRICAN RESOURCES AND GLOBAL GOVERNANCE

Africa remains a critical nexus of the global energy system. With Nigeria in the lead and many other countries that have recently struck oil in commercial quantities (Niger, Ghana for example) joining the league of oil producers, any country or group of countries can ill afford to minimize the significance of the African continent in any energy security calculations. Fortunately, the basis for a robust collaboration between African and EU energy industries already exists, given historic partnership ties under the ACP-EU relations, as well as at other economic and commercial levels. Nigeria and the EU are certainly on the same page in terms of the conviction and commitment to energy sector reforms. As we speak, for example, the people and Government of Nigeria are actively deliberating on a Petroleum Industry Bill (PIB) which will usher in extensive reforms in the Nigerian petroleum industry. EU energy security policies can therefore meaningfully interface with global industry situations as obtained in Nigeria, in particular, and Africa, in general.

Although the combination of the market-based and geopolitical approaches to energy security in Europe is very attractive, this, however, is not to say that the combination of the two approaches is fool-proof. It is far from it. It has a very severe challenge in the division of EU member states into different economic and geopolitical interests that still militate against the acquisition of the competence to adopt the two approaches. In terms of the adoption of these two approaches, therefore, Europe is still an international energy actor in the making, for although the liberalization or market-based approach is a point of convergence between member states, it is still not a sufficient or strong platform for projecting a geopolitics-based energy policy to non-members or outsiders. The implication of the foregoing is that energy security has continued to be a key problem to the EU and its Member States.

More interestingly, estimates in 2003 portrayed Nigeria’s recoverable crude oil reserves at 34 billion barrels, which is expected to increase due to additional exploration and appraisal drilling. As it is, over 900 million barrels of crude oil of recoverable reserves have been identified. That said, Nigeria has an estimated 159 trillion cubic feet (Tcf) of proven natural gas reserves, pitting the country as among the top ten natural gas endowed country in the world. However, due to a lack of utilization infrastructure, Nigeria still flares about 40 percent of the natural gas it produces and re-injects 12 percent to enhance oil recovery. According to the World Bank estimates, Nigeria accounts for 12.5 percent of the world’s total gas flaring. Although, it was officially pronounced that gas flaring would end by 2008, unfortunately, it has yet to stop. It is important to also observe that, over the years, Nigeria has proven to be among the most investment-friendly nations for International Oil Companies, not only because of the geological configuration of its terrain but for the relative security of investments in the industry, as compared to other parts of the world endowed with oil and gas; e.g. Middle-eastern countries.

As a matter of fact, the above data suggest that, for the EU to find leverage against Russia in oil and gas, it is pertinent and necessary for the EU to court Africa and most specifically Nigeria in its search for alternatives. This alternative cannot but be dual focus, it is either they look for alternatives to fossil fuel
or alternative market that will guarantee them access to oil and gas. However, alternative to fossil fuels remain expensive for the time being. Above all, what is the surety that the alternative will be enough to spread around countries that make-up the EU? What about cost of production, taking into consideration the cost of research and development (R&D)? Invariably, that leaves the EU with no other option than Africa with particular reference to Nigeria and the Gulf of Guinea nations. For the accruing benefit to come to the EU, it is important for the EU to invest in the restructuring and redirection of the industry towards achieving sustainable development of the country. This must also include technology transfer that is of utmost importance to the oil and gas industry, especially which one that will trap gas for export purposes.
The Geopolitics of Energy: The European Case

Thomas Gomart
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It is very often stated that the European Union (EU) will complete its internal market for natural gas and electricity by 2014. It is much less said that the EU will become in 2015 the largest oil importer in the world taking over from the United States. Its gross consumption in terms of oil and gas is now far greater than its domestic production. By 2035, net imports of oil, coal and gas in Europe should have increased by 48 percent. Even if the EU continues to develop renewable energies and promote an international cooperation agenda against climate change, it will be increasingly dependent on its various regional environments and partners to be supplied with requisite energy sources. In addition to that, the global energy demand is projected to increase by more than 30 percent until 2035 – this growth is likely to be driven by China and India. In this context, ‘energy can (either) be a powerful vector of cooperation and integration or a major source of conflict’ as claimed the EU Commissioner for Energy Gunther Oettinger in 2011. The same year, the EU imported crude oil from Russia (35 percent of the total), Norway (12 percent), and Saudi Arabia (8 percent). The EU also imported natural gas from Russia (30 percent of the total), Norway (28 percent), and Algeria (13 percent). The EU also imported coal from Russia (26 percent of the total), Colombia (24 percent), and the US (18 percent). There are essentially three key countries to EU energy supplies: Russia, Norway, and Algeria. Given its international positioning, Russia plays a very particular game which deserves to be discussed with ramifications for the EU market and Russia’s normative and external powers.

BACKGROUND

In 2012, the economic crisis within the EU seriously impacted its energy demand. Annual consumption of gas was 4 percent lower that year than in 2011. Liquid natural gas (LNG) deliveries have continued to drop faster than consumption owing to higher prices on the Asian market (the three largest exporters of LNG to the EU are Qatar, Nigeria, and Algeria). At the same time, EU coal consumption and imports have continued to rise. The EU energy policy suffers from the economic crisis, and consequently the declining competitiveness of the European industry, the consequences of the shale gas boom in the US (US industry has a significant energy price advantage over Europe), and the depression of the EU’s Emissions Trading System (ETS). In this context, the recent EU summit dedicated to energy issues in May 2013 has been based on very controversial issues including shale gas development, indigenous resources, and investments in infrastructures and generation capacity. Generally speaking, given the deepness of the crisis, the debate on energy policy will be more and more focused on the tensions between the strong need to improve the EU competitiveness at the global scale and its international ambitions for example on climate change (next UN conference on climate change should take place in Paris in 2015). This recent background would be incomplete without mentioning the geopolitical consequences of the current turmoil in Egypt, and obviously Syria. Added to this, the oil and gas deposits in the Mediterranean Sea from Israel to Cyprus through Lebanon, Turkey and Syria will dramatically impact energy balances at various levels.
In other words, EU policy makers should focus not only on energy policies but also on energy geopolitics which requires a far more long term perspective. Energy geopolitics is very often related to energy security, which is an intrinsically multidimensional notion, as it depends on where one sits. Whereas consumer states such as European ones are mainly interested in securing their supply, producer states are primarily focused on the security of demand from interdependent markets. It is also important to get access to the markets through transit countries. Given its location, the EU strongly insisted on the security dimension of its nascent common energy policy, which is supposed to articulate security of supplies, stable prices and environmental concerns. The finalization of the internal energy market can only be successful if accompanied by significant progress in the external dimension.

In this respect, the EU is facing at least three main political challenges. The first is to overcome the inherent obstacles and to ensure more convergence and coherence between the respective member states’ external energy policies. The second is related to the actors. European energy policy regularly seems to be limited to the debate between member states, the Commission, and third countries whereas corporate actors as well as opinions are highly involved. The third challenge is to design the political framework of the relations with both supply and transit countries, to say nothing about rising competitors over energy supplies. This memo will be focused on this very last one.

In fact, a fine attempt at tackling the issue of the sensitive relationship between European energy and foreign policies is needed, not only for the EU but also for its partners and competitors. On the one hand, energy dramatically impacts European economic competitiveness in a context of serious crisis, and therefore its current international positioning. In such circumstances, its power market has been seriously questioned. On the other hand, the EU can use its energy needs to fuel its nascent foreign policy, not only in its neighborhood, but also in its “far abroad.” In terms of policy making, the main challenge for EU policy makers is certainly to link different issues and level of analysis in order to map properly (and possibly differently) powers acting.

This brief memo is not aimed at presenting a comprehensive approach by listing all policy issues; it instead intends to draw attention on three points to open discussion:

UNDERSTANDING RUSSIA’S ENERGY POSITIONING

In broad outline, since 1945, Russia (and formerly the USSR) was the only UNSC permanent member which has not been obliged to give political tolerance to authoritarian Middle East regimes to ensure receipt of oil supplies. However, it is worth remembering the Saudi-US joint oil producing policies in the 1980 to dramatically decrease Soviet oil incomes. This is something V. Putin and his team has surely not forgotten. Given its great power background, Russia can neither be compared to Norway nor to Venezuela. Russia’s international standing is not at all limited to its energy supplies—the way it is for instance for Saudi Arabia—but spans from its nuclear status to participation to G8 and G20, not to mention UNSC and since 2012 WTO (still out of OECD).

Not surprisingly, when dealing with Russia, EU policy makers above all think of European energy security. The EU’s objective of liberalizing its domestic gas and electricity market have in fact clouded their perception of the different actors—Russia first and foremost. Consequently, the policy making debate has been certainly Euro-Atlantic centric and mainly focused on Europe’s dependence on Russian
gas (especially after the crisis between Russia and Ukraine), on the possible forms of economic—political blackmail made by the Kremlin, the Russian monopolistic control of pipelines between certain energy producers and the European market, and on the injection of corruption into European politics. EU policy making has since a long time a dramatic need to better understand Russia's organization, capacities, and more importantly motivations. Policy making has been for instance mistaken by all the debate from 2005 to 2011 about the so-called ‘gas deficit’: Russia's very capacity to meet contracted demand at home and abroad has been at the core of the questioning. Looking back, this was not the most relevant question.

Policy issue: Given Russia’s importance in the EU energy mix (gas, oil, and coal), there are two ways to formulate the current policy issue depending on where you seat. First, can the EU ensure Energy Security without jeopardizing its relations with Russia? Second, isn't Russia one of the most robust pillars to ensure Energy Security?

GAME CHANGERS FOR AND IN RUSSIA

Outside Russia, the two main game changers have impacted the Russia’s energy model on which Putin's power is based. The first one is the declining gas demand from the EU and the CIS. Therefore in 2012, for the first time since 2001, Gazprom has suffered from a significant decrease of its benefits due to a lower demand not only from the EU (-3.6 percent), but also from the CIS (-19.1 percent). The second one is obviously the shale gas revolution in the US. As known, the IEA has predicted a ‘global age’ for natural gas, which releases much less greenhouse emissions and particulates than oil or coal. Thanks to its shale gas boom, the US could become self-sufficient for its energy consumption, and has started reindustrialization process. So far, at the global level, the US boom has reinforced the three-way division of the global gas markets between North America, Europe, and the Asia-Pacific region (which absorbs 2/3 of globally traded LNG). Apparently, Gazprom is under pressure, and its business model would be directly challenged by this revolution. One question is to know whether Russia would be obliged to move away from lucrative oil-linked gas contracts to lower prices in order to be competitive on specific gas markets. Recently, Russian authorities and Gazprom have persisted on oil-indexed pricing in welcoming the GECF (Gas Exporting Countries Forum) in Moscow in last July. Added to this, the EU Commission launched an antitrust case against Gazprom in September 2012. For Gazprom, it is highly important to secure the European market, and its market dominance in the Central and Eastern Europe countries as its strategic relations with Germany and Italy, not to mention Turkey out of the EU.

Inside Russia, the first game changer has been the merger between Rosneft and TNK-BP in November 2012. Since a few months, Rosneft and Novatek took important steps to consolidate their positions both abroad and within Russia. Both companies have clear ambitions to develop their gas production, and intend to destroy Gazprom’s monopoly on gas exportations. To some extent, the real competition is within the Russian system.

Policy issue: EU policymakers’ attention will be drawn on the antitrust case launched by the Commission against Gazprom (which is good news for other Russian energy players such as Rosneft or Novatek). However, the key point is to say that Gazprom’s strategy will not only be oriented towards Europe, and to foresee possible consequences and adjustments. As stated one Gazprom's high level
executive: “Asia with its growing gas demand potential and willingness to buy gas at oil-indexed prices is becoming an increasingly attractive destination for gas producers including Gazprom.” EU policy makers should be very careful on this shift, and on the gas relations between Russia and its Asian clients (Japan, and China). Gazprom’s strategy does not exist by itself anymore (the analysis should not be focused only on its relationship with the States, and its foreign partners): it will be increasingly related to Rosneft’s one.

FSU (FORMER SOVIET UNION) AND TRANSIT COUNTRIES

Within the FSU, Russia has favored bilateral approaches with energy producing and transit countries, amongst which it is still the dominant power. As a result, the FSU space has been considerably fragmented. Likewise, the EU has supported regional integration in every part of the world, except in the post-Soviet space (this approach has been reinforced after the 2004 EU enlargement). The EU—and in different ways the US—has deliberately tried to politically split Russia from former Soviet republics. Launched in May 2009, the Eastern Partnership was supposed to provide a ‘specific Eastern dimension’ to the European Neighborhood Policy (it was also a way for some member states to balance the Union for the Mediterranean launched in July 2008). Major events have happened since that time: there is no need to insist on the transformative process within states involved in the Union for the Mediterranean, some of them are critical for EU oil and gas supplies.

A development would have deserved more interest from the EU policy makers: the Eurasian Customs Union (ECU) of made Russia, Belarus and Kazakhstan, which acquired institutional coherence and efficiency. In fact, the FSU can also be seen as having been partly maintained, not only through ECU and other regional organizations. The war in Georgia in 2008 marked a turning point. By using military force, Moscow has conspicuously added a military component to its foreign and energy policies. This extra dimension, coming on top of energy investment and infrastructures within the region, may be the bonding agent that maintains the notion of FSU in the foreseeable future, especially if Western countries use military force in other parts of their neighborhood (Libya, Mali—and possibly Syria).

In the current context, a special attention should be paid to two countries: Ukraine and Azerbaijan. Both are related given their different role in EU gas supplies. In April 2010, Ukraine and Russia signed the Kharkiv Agreements (discount gas deliveries against military presence). Whereas Brussels negotiates with Kiev a Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade Area (DCFTA) on conditionality, Moscow emphasizes the benefits of the ECU explaining that a DCFTA would seriously damage Ukraine’s economy. Since 2009, there is also a clear strategic choice made by Moscow to decrease its gas transit dependency on Ukraine to get access to the European market: for Gazprom, the operating North Stream and the South Stream project are aimed at developing a transit-diversification policy. From the EU Commission point of view, this debate has been summed up for a while by a project-word: Nabucco. In June 2013, instead of choosing Nabucco, the Shah Deniz consortium favored the TAP (Trans Adriatic Pipeline) for its gas transportation to Europe. The EU continues to negotiate an association agreement (without a DCFTA) with Azerbaijan. In August 2013, Vladimir Putin visited Baku, and energy agreements between SOCAR and Rosneft were announced.
**POLICY ISSUE**

The forthcoming November 2013 Eastern Partnership summit in Vilnius is challenging. A redesign of EU external policy towards its Eastern neighborhood, as its Mediterranean flank is in deep turmoil. Part of the challenge is to integrate energy supplies into a robust neighborhood policy taking into account the key influence of Russia.
THE G20: A POSITIVE START BUT GROWING CRITICISM

The establishment of the Group of Twenty (G20) Leaders’ Summits has been a significant development in global economic leadership. This was underlined by the forum’s initial response to the global financial crisis. US President Barack Obama described the G20’s London Summit in April 2009 as a ‘turning point in our pursuit of global economic recovery,’ with the G20 leaders agreeing to ‘unprecedented steps to restore growth and prevent a crisis like this from happening again.’

Outside observers shared the President’s view. In an opinion piece for the Brookings Institution, Colin Bradford and Johannes Linn characterized the London Summit as ‘...an enormous success in stopping the drop in the global economy, in strengthening the financial and institutional capacity of the international community to address future crises, and in pushing for national and global financial regulation reform.’ They even predicted that ‘...in coming years, the London G-20 Summit will be seen as the most successful summit in history, eclipsing the G8.’

More recently, however, critics have questioned whether the G20 is living up to its role as the premier forum for international economic cooperation. Countries outside the G20 have claimed it lacks legitimacy because it is unrepresentative, despite the fact that G20 members contribute over 80 percent of global economic output. Recent leaders’ summits have been described as being little more than talk-shops that have delivered few real outcomes.

Chris Giles, writing in the Financial Times on 18 June 2012, in the lead-up to the Los Cabos Summit, charged that ‘living up to its billing as the world’s premier economic forum was always going to be a challenge for the Group of 20. After a string of failures, the task for the Los Cabos G20 summit is to stop the rot and prevent the organization from becoming irrelevant.’ He concluded: ‘Despite the hype surrounding the April 2009 London summit, when leaders promised a new global economic order, the reality has been sobering.... It has the right countries around the table, but the sheer size of the G20 prevents spontaneous discussion, participants say. Sterile debates without any chance of agreement by countries to change policies are the order of the day.’

What is more troubling is that public interest in the G20 agenda seems to be diminishing. ‘National Perspectives on Global Leadership (NPGL)’ is a joint project by CIGI and the Brookings Institution that observes how national publics in G20 countries perceive their leaders at global summits, as seen through local media reporting. Its survey after the 2012 Los Cabos G20 Summit found little or no interest in issues on the formal agenda, such as financial regulatory reform and ‘green growth.’ What captured greatest public interest were issues that were discussed by leaders in the margins of the Summit, such as the conflict in Syria.
Much of the criticism of the G20 is harsh, and expectations of what it can realistically achieve have been excessive. The G20 has shortcomings, but it is an active forum of international economic consultation at the highest level. In a highly integrated global economy, cooperation and dialogue are essential.

Nevertheless, some of the critics of the G20 have a point. Real leadership will be required from within the forum for it to realize its full potential. To date, the G20 has evolved in line with the ambitions and processes of the countries that chair it each year. The agenda has largely become cumulative. If this approach continues, the danger is that the forum will become weighed down by procedural baggage and an expanding agenda, and will lose what has been the key ingredient to its success so far—the direct involvement of the leaders and ministers of member states in dealing with the main challenges confronting the global economy. The G20 needs strategic direction and broad agreement as to its objectives, structure and processes.

As an open, trading economy, it is vital for Australia that the G20 lives up to its potential and contributes to a stronger and more stable global economic environment. As a member of the G20 Troika in 2013—comprising the past, present, and future chairs of the forum—and as chair of the forum in 2014, Australia is in a position to help make that happen. One of Australia’s goals as chair of the G20 in 2014 should be to put in place arrangements that will help ensure that, as the forum develops, it will remain focused and effective.

**TO BE EFFECTIVE THE G20 HAS TO BE FOCUSED**

The G20 has achieved a great deal. There is now a much closer dialogue between emerging-market and developed countries than existed prior to the crisis. The Framework for Strong Sustainable and Balanced Growth is an historic exercise in mutual surveillance, in contrast to what was often perceived as external surveillance by international bodies like the IMF. The G20 has helped reduce policy tensions between countries. It has contributed to positive policy developments in major emerging markets, such as China’s moves towards greater exchange rate flexibility and its efforts to boost domestic demand. The G20 has helped drive a major effort to strengthen the regulatory framework for the financial system through the work of the Financial Stability Board. It has also generated significant governance reforms in the World Bank and the IMF.

But while these achievements should be acknowledged, issues relating to the effectiveness of the G20 must be confronted. The forum needs to build on what has worked, and avoid what has not. For this to happen, there has to be recognition by all G20 members that change is required.

The G20 must maintain its focus and not lose its inherent strength, namely the engagement of leaders. But to achieve this there needs to be a circuit-breaker to move beyond the current approach whereby each year’s chair builds on the agenda and processes of their predecessors. Without a break with the past, the G20 will be left with an ever-expanding agenda and procedures that will undermine the effectiveness and credibility of the forum.

To prepare ground for change the following approach should be pursued: Start the conversation about change within the Troika in 2013: the Russian chair is already seeking to focus the agenda and improve
the processes of the forum, and this should be fully supported. But there should also be a broader
discussion within the Troika about the need for a fundamental overhaul of the G20 processes.

Hold a high-level seminar: Australia, as 2014 chair, should convene a high-level evaluation seminar at
the end of 2013 to discuss how G20 processes could be made more effective. It should be more than a
talk-shop. There should be a pragmatic discussion on specific changes that would enhance the
effectiveness of the G20. The seminar could be held back-to-back with the first Sherpa’s’ meeting under
the Australian chair in December 2013.

Drawing on the outcomes from the seminar, Australia, as chair, should prepare specific proposals for
what could be termed the ‘relaunch’ of the G20 in 2014 in order to reform its procedures and agenda.
These proposals should be discussed at meetings of G20 finance deputies and Sherpas. The proposed
changes could then be discussed at the first meeting of G20 finance ministers and central bank
governors in 2014, and agreed changes adopted for the 2014 leaders' summit. In particular, Australia
should make changes to the way the leaders’ agenda is decided and progressed in 2014 and establish this
as a precedent for subsequent years. The goal should be to keep the G20 leaders focused on the key
issues, maximize their involvement in areas where they can make a difference, and ensure that the
messages coming from their summits are clearly communicated.

A multi-tracked approach: rather than leaders attempting, or pretending, to cover all items on the G20
agenda, a focused leaders’ agenda should be adopted alongside a single leaders’ declaration or
communiqué. Much of the current work within the G20 could continue at the official level and in
consultation with the international organizations. The outcome of this work would be reported on a
dedicated G20 website, rather than being part of the leaders’ communiqué from each year’s summit.
The meetings of finance ministers and central bank governors should also be more focused and strategic,
which would be reflected in shorter and more targeted communiqués so that the key messages are not
lost.

Leaders’ and ministers’/governors’ meetings should be as interactive as possible: lengthy presentations
by international organizations or status reports on work programs should be eliminated. These matters
should be covered in documents tabled in advance of the meetings. The practice of having many ‘lead
speakers’ for each agenda item should be dropped. Formal set-piece interventions should be
discouraged. The chair of the meeting should ensure that the discussions are focused on achieving an
‘outcome.’

The measure of success for drafting leaders’ and ministers’ communiqués should not be a text that avoids
all contentious issues: the objective of officials should always be to facilitate a meaningful discussion
between leaders, ministers, and central bank governors. That means officials should focus on identifying
the critical roadblocks that need to be discussed by leaders and ministers. The chair of the leaders’ and
various ministerial meetings should be encouraging debate, and hopefully resolution, on the areas of
difference.

Keep the focus on the economy: given the considerable uncertainties confronting the global economy,
the focus of the G20 leaders’ and ministerial processes should remain on the economy. If the G20 is
really to be the premier forum for international economic cooperation, its main focus must be on
helping to stabilize the global economy and achieving sustainable economic and jobs growth. It must not be distracted and should be flexible in responding to changes in global economic conditions.

The Framework for Strong Sustainable and Balanced Growth and the MAP should be central to the G20’s agenda and narrative: the Framework provides a pathway for moving to a post-crisis world that is characterized by strong, more sustainable and more balanced economic growth. It should be the mechanism that is used to respond to all vulnerabilities confronting the global economy and is flexible enough to respond to the unexpected. It should also be central to the G20’s public narrative, used to demonstrate that the objectives and policy measures or member states are consistent.

The risk, however, is that the Framework and the MAP will degenerate into a routine, procedural exercise for technocrats. To avoid this happening, finance ministers and central bank governors should consider ways to strengthen the MAP. These would include: ensuring that there are common goals and the need for complementary policy action; fostering an active debate between leaders, ministers and governors on key areas of dispute; keeping the Framework member-led while fully utilizing the assessments undertaken by the international organizations of members’ policy performance in order to enhance accountability; focusing more extensively on the ‘up-side’ scenarios presented by the IMF staff; and recognizing the need to balance short-term policy imperatives with desirable medium-term actions.

C O N C L U S I O N

Many observers of, and participants in, the G20 agree that an ever-expanding agenda is damaging the effectiveness of the forum and that it is being weighed down by a growing amount of procedural baggage. The G20 must maintain its focus, but to do so there must be a distinct break with the procedures of the past. G20 members have to collectively agree that the forum will not simply follow established practices and will in future do things differently. In this regard it will be important to learn from the history of the forum and retain what has worked, and dispense with what has not. This is a challenge Australia should take up when it chairs the G20 in 2014.

In particular, the G20 needs to build on its key strength, namely its ability to bring together the leaders of the world’s most important economies to confront key global economic challenges. This means taking steps to ensure that the interest and engagement of G20 leaders is retained, including by ensuring that their agenda is focused only on the most important and unresolved issues. Moreover, given the uncertainty and fragility of the global economic environment, the highest priority of the G20 should be on restoring sustainable growth. This will continue to be the key measure of the forum’s credibility and its ability to realize its potential for global economic leadership.
In Search of a Sustainable Future for the G20: Disciplined Process, Realistic Expectations, New Measures of Success

Memduh Karakullukcu
Global Relations Forum

There appears to be a general sense of disillusionment about the Group of Twenty (G20) as an effective global governance mechanism. Disappointment typically stems from the incongruent expectations and performance. Therefore, thinking constructively about the G20 requires a critical evaluation of expectations together with an assessment of the efficacy of actual G20 processes.

The G20 is a platform that brings together national leaders, driven by national political concerns and national interests, to agree jointly on responses to global challenges. The member nations are quite diverse in their wealth levels, political culture, population and economic size as well as social psychology. Given these conditions, divergence of national priorities is almost inevitable. The divergence ranges from fundamental economic priorities to the style of political leadership.

At a fundamental level, the developed nations in the G20 are primarily concerned about maintaining the prosperity level and standard of living of their citizens, whereas most developing nations are focused on sustaining their remarkable growth rates. “Maintaining wealth” and “catching up” usually lead to very distinct policy priorities. This rift underpins diverging outlooks on many global issues including financial regulation, rebalancing, monetary policy spillovers, climate change etc.

There are fault lines at a more artificial level as well. Some leaders may view the G20 as an opportunity to promote their national standing or even to air their moralistic outlook on global issues with a limited concern for actual results whereas others may measure their success predominantly by the joint actions of the G20. This divergence between a preference for grand standing and actual results may even exist between political leaders and bureaucrats and experts in their own country.

At another level, some nations try to protect their privileges associated with other smaller groups such as G8, BRICS, and UNSC at the expense of limiting the G20 mechanism and agenda. On the other hand, those left out of these smaller groups may have an incentive to distinguish themselves by working on the legitimacy gap of the G20 and position themselves as the proxy representative of those nations not in the G20. That implies an incentive to broaden the G20 agenda to appeal to non-members.

Given these and other structural divergences, it is important to set expectations realistically. It is equally important to design the G20 processes creatively in recognition of these fault lines and with a view to bridging them over time as the context evolves. Otherwise, disillusionment with the G20 may be unavoidable.

With this context in mind, there may be different approaches to making the G20 more effective. To the extent that one believes in the dominance of common global interests over myriad fault lines, procedural remedies and improvements will be the more relevant approach to enhance G20 effectiveness. If, on the other hand, fault lines are viewed as a fundamental barrier to consensus and joint action, other
innovations would be necessary. These approaches are not mutually exclusive and may require concurrent experimentation by G20 Presidencies. The following outline some ideas for experimentation, starting from a premise of “strong common purpose” and moving to a more skeptic view of “shifting fault lines.”

**STRIC** **T** **P** **R** **O** **C** **E** **S** **S** **M** **I** **G** **H** **T** **D** **I** **S** **C** **I** **P** **L** **I** **N** **E** **E** **G** **2** **O**

One could argue that the fault lines among the members are not deep and that the interdependence especially in global economics and finance can anchor an effective G20 process.

Such a premise would justify a belief in the viability of achieving consensus by streamlining G20 processes.

First, the agenda could be strictly and narrowly shaped around the Framework of “strong, sustainable and balanced global growth.” The Presidencies would be required to link any new agenda items to this core domain of interdependence. The current agenda accumulation problem can be further curtailed by introducing clear sunset conditions to each new proposed item. Also, the Troika can be used more effectively to achieve continuity rather than allowing expansion of the agenda with each Presidency.

Second, agenda items may be formulated to include concrete policy alternatives (mobilization of funds, institutional mandates, launching new institutional mechanisms, dictating harmonization of domestic policy actions etc.) built on extensive preparatory work. Furthermore, the joint decision process of G20 countries can be streamlined by assigning the negotiation process to different levels of the political hierarchy. The leaders would be discussing only the key issues and groupings of ministers would take on the responsibility for negotiating other agenda items.

Finally, although there are no formal mechanisms to force members to abide by agreed norms, transparency and peer review of progress may be used as instruments of soft pressure. Similarly, international organizations may be given stronger mandates to coordinate and implement policy action at different levels of policy-making.

**BROADER G20 AGENDA MAY BE WELCOME AS THE BASIS FOR A “GRAND BARGAIN”:**

The usual assumption is that as the G20 agenda broadens, effectiveness is diminished. However, from a more skeptical vantage point, a broader agenda may be the only way to achieve a “grand bargain” in the context of so many fault lines and divergent priorities in the G20.

Furthermore, the desire to constrain agenda creep may simply be unrealistic as each Presidency has the incentive to leave its mark by formulating or reformulating the agenda. Although some Presidencies may be more disciplined in focusing on the core, the general trend appears to be in the opposite direction.

As indicated before, the policy rift between advanced economies and advancing economies is fundamental with implications for almost every policy domain. Confronting that divergence directly by,
for example, forcing a rapid currency adjustment or constraining national monetary policy is likely to be futile and counterproductive. Instead, it may be more productive to bring in global trade, energy issues and even intellectual property concerns to allow for a “grand bargain” in negotiating what is essentially an allocation of future global growth prospects and job opportunities.

However, it would be important to keep these agenda items as part of a whole rather than compartmentalizing them because the appeal of this high-risk (in terms of efficacy) G20 approach lies in the ability to get results by balancing various interests in one ambitious policy agreement.

**G - 20 Policy Outputs May Be Allowed or Even Encouraged To Include “Contingency Plans”:**

Most G20 observers appear to measure the G20’s success by joint action which in itself may be a limiting approach that inevitably makes the G20 an ongoing disappointment. It may be wiser to reformulate and broaden expectations that will both allow for a more positive assessment of the G20 process and also guide it to joint action over the longer run.

Specifically, it may be possible to focus the attention of G20 governments and avoid the existing faultlines by targeting contingencies of global significance. Experience indicates that consensus is achieved most effectively when crises occur. Rather than waiting for crises, anticipating and preempting them by agreeing on well-defined trigger thresholds for action may prove to be a useful methodology to achieve consensus among G20 countries.

Disruptions to fossil fuel flows, rapid shifts in climate, food and water shortages, building up of global financial tensions are all contingencies with global impact and will certainly receive the attention of G20 members. However, action in the absence of an actual crisis may be elusive.

However, it may be possible to agree on threshold measures that will trigger pre-committed joint action. To the extent that these crisis thresholds appear to be not imminent, members’ aversion to constraining their policy flexibility is likely to be overcome by moral and even political considerations.

This would at least limit and set the boundary conditions of global rivalries and non-cooperation. Once these mechanisms are established, it would be possible to tighten the thresholds in future G20 meetings.

When joint action appears elusive, it may be better to reformulate expectations and introduce goals that may, not immediately but gradually, guide the G20 to joint action in the future.

**In the Longer Run, Mobilizing National Public Opinions on Global Issues Is the Most Robust Approach to an Effective G - 20**

As national leaders are accountable to the public in their respective countries, their decisions on global issues are unavoidably shaped by the national impact of those policies.
If one is deeply skeptical about the prospects of any substantive G20 action in this context of divergent national public demands, then the most promising long run solution is to build popular understanding of and support for the pressing global issues.

A possible and technical dimension of such an effort may be to devise and promote metrics that reflect global trends and interdependencies. Almost all current national policy debates revolve around and are conditioned by national metrics of growth, jobs, inflation, risks etc. It would be a relatively easy technical task to develop and promote global metrics that may gradually lead to the emergence of convergent understanding of global problem across nations.

Although building popular support may have no immediate use for current G20 effectiveness, it should be an ongoing element of every Presidency’s agenda.

CONCLUSION

Effective global governance is a core long-term challenge and is likely to become more so as the global interdependencies increase. G20 is among the few mechanisms that are available to address this need. It is critical to think broadly and creatively about the bottlenecks and the possible remedies. Defining our expectations of success narrowly will almost certainly lead to frustration and the gradual loss of confidence in the G20 platform.

It is certainly necessary to streamline paths for immediate joint action where possible but it is equally critical to invest in a broader set of G20 processes and measures of progress in global governance. Exclusive focus on immediate action may come at the expense of losing a platform that may prove its worth in the longer run.
Does the G20 Have a Future?

Andrés Rozental
Mexican Council on Foreign Relations

In spite of the seven Group of Twenty (G20) leader summits held so far since 2008, it is premature to draw definitive conclusions about the future of the G20, which has yet to graduate fully from a crisis-response body to an agenda setting global steering committee, and from solving short-term financial disequilibria to establishing global economic governance. The main task for the G20, the self-appointed premier forum for international economic cooperation, continues to be the adoption of medium and long-term financial regulatory reforms to mitigate the world’s worst economic crisis since the Great Depression and to stimulate renewed global economic growth.

The impact of the G20 on the management of global financial affairs has been relatively positive and significant, yet up to now insufficient to prime the world’s main economic engines to regenerate real growth. Although the G20 could do considerably more regarding the international economy, the financial crisis and some of the major political issues that have remained deadlocked or unsolved in other fora, enlarging the agenda has proved difficult, mainly because economic recovery is proving slow to arrive in most of the world’s economies, and in part because the group’s members have very different views on both the diagnosis of what is needed to put the global economy on a strong, sustained growth path, and on what a broader agenda should entail. Until now, only the Seoul summit was able in practice to include two new agenda items: development and anti-corruption, both of which were closely tied to the economic and financial stream of the G20’s work.

French President Nicolas Sarkozy, the summit’s host in 2011, tried to get the G20 leaders to enlarge the group’s agenda. He proposed inter alia UN Security Council reform, climate change, energy security among possible additional issues for the G20 to consider but failed to get support for their inclusion. Other leaders would go further to include political and security issues, such as nuclear proliferation, terrorism, or drugs and organized crime.

It remains to be seen how far the common ground among the world’s most powerful leaders will expand, and a shared sense of responsibility for global governance emerge. Unlike the members of the more politically and economically homogeneous G7/8, economic policy makers from the G20’s emerging economies have less experience with the peer review processes that have facilitated policy coordination among advanced economies. In this forum it is possible that the differences in culture, language, experience, economic philosophies and interests of the G20 will just be more starkly apparent, but no easier to resolve.

So far, there has been some disposition in the G20 to merely stake out positions, rather than to enter into cooperative problem solving. Further, the more narrow the financial scope of the G20’s work, and the more leaders are expected just to endorse extremely technically complex outcomes pre-negotiated by their finance ministers and officials, the less compelling the G20 format will be for the leaders. If the G8 experience is any guide, the G20 leaders must either broaden their agenda or tackle global problems that go beyond the immediate financial crisis or the forum could slowly become irrelevant.
The St. Petersburg Summit that just took place does not seem to have furthered the institutionalization of the G20 as this more relevant global steering committee prepared to deal with the world's pressing political and social issues. The forthcoming summits in Australia and Turkey offer more hope because they will take place in countries that have considerably more at stake in the longer term survival of the G20 process.